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INTRODUCTION 

Under the sponsorship of the Helicopter Association 
International and the Federal Aviation Administration, 
the Transportation Research Board conducted a two-day 
workshop on helicopter operator economics. Held at the 
National Academy of Sciences Beckman Center in 
Irvine, California, the workshop was attended by 75 
invited participants-over two thirds helicopter operators 
but also including representatives of helicopter 
manufacturers, insurance and financial advisors, 
university experts, and FAA officials. 

The impetus for this gathering was the January 1991 
HAI Rotorcraft Roundtable, attended by then FAA 
Administrator Busey, where attention was drawn to the 
economic problems besetting civil helicopter aviation and 
the high attrition rate of firms providing helicopter 
transportation service. At a follow-up meeting in March, 
1991 Frank L. Jensen, Jr., HAI President, and John 
Zugschwert*, then Executive Director of the American 
Helicopter Society, conferred with Admiral Busey and 
other FAA officials and explor~d ways for helicopter 
operators to obtain a better understanding of how to 
manage operating costs, for HAI and AHS to improve 
their support of the helicopter transportation industry, 
and for FAA to target its assistance and regulatory 
activities. 

The upshot of these discussions was the decision that 
a useful first step would be to initiate a dialogue among 
the parties concerned to assess current conditions, 
analyze underlying causes, and identify remedial actions
all in the interest of fostering more effective cost 

management and strengthening the economic vitality of 
helicopter operators. The conferees also agreed that the 
Transportation Research Board would be an appropriate 
forum for the exchange of ideas and the search for 
solutions. 

Mirroring the structure of the civil helicopter 
transport industry, the workshop was made up of five 
categories of operators: 

small operators (fleets of up to five helicopters) 
medium size operators (6-25 helicopters) 
large operators ( over 25 helicopters) 
corporate and private operators 
public service operators 

Each group was co-chaired by a member of an 
operating firm or agency and a representative of a 
manufacturer of the type of helicopter typically used by 
that class of operator. The groups were provided 
background papers prepared by experts in cost 
accounting, financing, and insurance and were asked to 
develop an agenda covering general concerns and 
problems specific to their types of operation. 
Representatives of FAA sat in with each group, and the 
background paper authors circulated among the groups 
to advise on particular issues and technical questions. 

At the close of the workshops the participants met in 
a plenary session to report individual working group 
findings and recommendations and to discuss issues of 
common concern. 

* John Zugschwert retired as AHS Executive Director in September, 1991, and was replaced by Morris E. Flater who assisted in the planning 
and represented AHS at the workshop. 



SUMMARY 

General Findings 

The helicopter transport industry is not monolithic. 
Needs, problems, and requisite management skills vary 
much more widely by the size of the organization than 
by locale, type of operation, or kind of rotorcraft used. 
No single approach to cost management is applicable to 
all, and no common set of solutions is likely. Even so, 
there are some underlying concerns that appear to be 
shared by most, if not all, operators regardless of size or 
type of operation. 

Historically, the profitability of helicopter operators 
has been low. It is especially low in the current economic 
situation, and the long-term outlook is not particularly 
favorable. In part this is due to the inherently high cost 
of helicopter operation and maintenance. 

Thus, it is incumbent upon helicopter operators to 
understand the factors that drive cost and to manage 
their activities accordingly. Among commercial 
operators, for example, pricing of services is often 
competition-driven and not based on a sufficient 
understanding of direct operating cost, much less life 
cycle cost. In public-sector operations, where pricing of 
services is not a concern, the analogous problem is the 
lack of appreciation in the budgetary process of the full 
cost of ownership and operation. 

The tabulation of cost information varies widely 
within and across operator classes. Standardized 
definitions of cost elements and a uniform chart of 
accounts are needed for management purposes and for 
making meaningful cross-comparisons within the 
industry. 

As it now stands, many commercial and corporate 
operators (with the exception of the largest and most 
successful commercial operators) do not know or follow 
sound cost accounting and asset management methods. 
The same is true among public-sector operators, but 
here the problem is compounded by conflict between 
standard commercial-sector practice and local 
government accounting procedures and financial 
regulations. 

While the matter of immediate concern is 
determination and management of direct operating cost, 
there is also the broader question of how to improve the 
industry's awareness of life cycle cost. The cost 
information supplied by helicopter manufacturers-both 
operating cost and life cycle cost-tends to be for optimal 
or average conditions and does not adequately reflect the 
variance due to the size of the operating firm or agency, 
maintenance facilities, operational mission, and 
environmental or climatic extremes. 
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All operators desire accurate and complete reliability 
data. HAi's Maintenance Malfunction Information 
Report (MMIR), which is generally supported by 
manufacturers, is not as widely used as it might be by 
operators to report maintenance activity. With more 
extensive operator input, MMIR could be a valuable 
reporting program and data bank on maintenance cost. 

Insurance costs are rising, and financing of helicopter 
acquisition may be difficult to secure at favorable rates. 
Many operators have not developed effective and close 
business relationships with insurance brokers and 
bankers and often do not come to them appropriately 
supplied with facts and plans. The lack of a proper 
understanding of each other's needs and concerns often 
hinders reaching an arrangement that is mutually 
suitable and beneficial. 

Individual Group Findings 

Small commercial operators concluded that the health of 
their industry segment is probably the weakest of all. 
The need for standard cost accounting procedures was 
most keenly felt in this group. Many operators do not 
have an accurate picture of their direct operating costs 
and may seriously misestimate the true cost of their 
services. As a result, competitive pressure may lead them 
to underprice their services to the point where they 
cannot make a profit or even cover their cost of 
operation. At present, no more than 10 percent of small 
operators make an adequate profit. 

Medium commercial operators considered the long
term outlook poor. Like small operators, they believe 
the pricing of services is too low due to lack of 
awareness of true cost and the mistaken belief of some 
operators that "low-ball" pricing will lead to higher 
volume and ultimately profitability. This group also 
pointed out that new rotorcraft have higher purchase 
prices, higher direct operating cost, and increased 
complexity, but not necessarily increased efficiency. This 
discourages the purchase of new helicopters and may 
trap operators into holding on to their existing fleet and 
incurring spiraling maintenance costs as the equipment 
ages. 

Large commercial operators did not fully share the 
concerns of small and medium operators. They felt that 
they have adequate information on operating cost (at 
least direct operating cost) and know how to manage 
their business accordingly. They did share the view that 
reliability cost is as important as direct operating cost 
and that better information on present and expected 
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future maintenance cost is needed. 
Corporate and private operators did not consider 

themselves much affected by competitive demands, but 
they were concerned about how the general economy 
and the particular business climate of their sector could 
affect corporate management's willingness to support, or 
perhaps even retain, a helicopter fleet. Many operators 
in this sector do not have an adequate appreciation of 
cost and what it would take to carry out their corporate 
mission if resources were reduced. Like large 
commercial operators, they expressed the view that 
better information on the costs of reliability and 
maintainability is needed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Each of the groups independently developed conclusions 
and suggested courses of action-some specific to their 
class of operators, some directed more broadly to 
operators as a whole, to helicopter manufacturers, or to 
the Federal Aviation Administration. There was a high 
degree of convergence, but not unanimity, among the 
groups with regard to these broader conclusions, 
suggesting a common viewpoint on problems endemic to 
the industry and how they should be addressed. 

The major conclusion of the participants are 
summarized below, grouped by the party to which they 
apply. Detailed treatments of issues and 
recommendations of each working group are presented 
later in this report. 

Helicopter Operators 

The method of pricing helicopter transportation services 
(particularly by small and medium-size commercial 
operators) needs to be reexamined. Many operators 
offer services at prices that do not cover their full cost, 
or in some cases not even their direct operating cost. 
Price should be based on the full cost per hour of 
helicopter operation with a profit margin of 8-10 percent 
to provide adequate return on investment. 

The basic cause of underpricing by commercial 
operators is that, with the exception of the most 
experienced and successful large and medium-size 
carriers, they lack accurate cost information. Operators 
should pool empirical information on the cost of 

For public service operators the concern is not 
pricing of services but how to deal with unprogrammed 
costs ( or cost increases) within a fixed or tightening 
budget. The services provided by these operators are 
typically critical to public health, safety, or law 
enforcement and cannot be treated as discretionary or 
deferable activities. Public needs must be served, and yet 
aviation is often one of the first items to be cut back 
when local or state budgets are reduced. Understanding 
the factors that contribute to operating cost and effective 
management of resources is no less important for public
sector operators than for commercial operators, but for 
completely different reasons. 

maintenance, periodic overhaul, spare parts, and 
maintenance labor and facilities charges. Operators 
should also work with manufacturers to develop methods 
for making realistic cost estimates and with HAI to 
standardize the tabulation and reporting of actual 
operating costs by size of firm, type of equipment in use, 
operating conditions, and so on. · 

This information-collected either by periodic surveys 
or by annual reporting and appropriately sanitized
should be organized in a central data bank accessible by 
all operators. 

Operators, in cooperation with industry associations 
such as HAI and AHS, should develop image 
enhancement programs to acquaint potential customers 
and the public at large with helicopter safety, 
capabilities, and cost of services. These programs should 
also publicize positive aspects of helicopters such as life
saving, rescue, public services, disaster relief, and special 
point-to-point transportation. 

Operators should be encouraged to help insurance 
brokers and underwriters, banks and financial 
institutions, local government officials, and airport 
operators obtain a better understanding of the safety, 
cost, and operational factors peculiar to the helicopter 
industry. 

Within geographic regions, helicopter operators with 
small fleets should seek cooperative arrangements 
whereby they can establish a central spares inventory, 
shared maintenance facilities, and a pool of maintenance 
technicians, thereby spreading overhead costs across a 
larger base and reducing the cost to individual firms. 



Helicopter Association International 

HAI should take the lead in establishing an industrywide 
data base on operating cost. Included in the effort would 
be: 

· Developing a standard chart of accounts for 
operators and providing instruction in its use; 
· Collecting cost information from operators by 
special surveys and questionnaires or by requesting 
annual reports; 
· Developing cost indices (e.g. cost/seat mile or 
cost/hour of operation) by operator class, rotorcraft 
type, and form of service; and 
· Developing (in cooperation with AHS and 
manufacturers) cost guidelines for various segments 
of the helicopter transportation industry. 

The HAI Guide for the Presentation of Helicopter 
Operating Cost Estimates ( the "Yellow Book") has done 
much to increase the cost awareness of helicopter 
operators. It should be more widely distributed and used. 

The 1991 HAI Survey of Operating Performance 
should be continued and periodically updated. To reduce 
the burden on operators to supply information the 
questionnaire should be simplified and shortened. It is 
important to assure respondents that the information will 
remain confidential. It was also suggested that variant 
forms of the questionnaire be developed, each targeted 
to a specific interest group or segment of operators. 

The Maintenance Malfunction Information Report 
(MMIR) is a useful tool for operators and 
manufacturers. The MMIR could be improved if there 
were more nearly universal submission of data by 
operators, more extensive cooperation by manufacturers, 
increased resources ( computers, management, funding), 
more accurate and extensive data on actual component 
life and replacement cost, and closer correlation between 
the MMIR and operating performance survey results. 

HAI should collect and publish, as an adjunct to the 
MMIR, the requirements for maintenance personnel by 
maintenance activity and rotorcraft type. 

HAI should work more intensively with operators and 
flight training schools on implementation and acceptance 
of the "Fly Neighborly" program. 

Manufacturers 

Manufacturers should work to improve the accuracy and 
utility of direct operating cost (DOC) estimates 
furnished to customers. ln the past some manufacturer 
DOC estimates have lacked credibility because they did 
not take into account the variety of helicopter uses and 
the wide range of operating conditions. Manufacturers 
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should seek input from operators on their field 
experience, perhaps by a continuous survey of a cross
section of operators to obtain substantiated cost 
information (mean time between removals, mean time 
between failures, time between overhauls, etc.). Ideally 
two types of DOC information should be provided: fixed 
costs regardless of hours flown and customized 
individual estimates or a cost range based on specific 
mission requirements. Together, these two types of 
information would present a clearer reflection of the 
total operating cost that the user is likely to incur. 

Manufacturers should provide empirical data in a 
standardized format on component life, time between 
overhaul, and direct operating cost, not just estimates 
based on optimal conditions. The objective should be to 
provide more reliable estimates of component life and 
failure rates and build a data base accessible to 
operators that allows them to anticipate actual DOC. 

Manufacturers should continue to upgrade their 
training programs for maintenance technicians to assure 
that their skills and information keep pace with 
advancing technology. 

Federal Aviation Administration 

The basic conclusion with regard to FAA was that 
regulations should not be relaxed. In fact, operators 
favored stricter regulation or enforcement in several 
areas. The basic message was that FAA should seek to 
develop more appropriate regulations, inspections, and 
enforcement practices that would reduce the burden of 
compliance on the industry, streamline the regulatory 
process, and eliminate duplication and conflict. 

The following is a list of specific items for FAA to 
consider: 

Regulations 
1. Expanding FAR Part 135 to cover all who carry 

passengers for hire. 
2. Modifying FAR Part 43 to allow increased 

maintenance by pilots. 
3. Creating a continuous airworthiness program. 
4. Investigating a separate FAR for helicopters. 
5. Increasing minimum hours for helicopter and 

CFI certification. 
6. Recognizing that fixed-wing aircraft procedures 

are not always appropriate for helicopters. 
7. Examining the life cycle cost of regulations. 

I11spectio11 and Cerlification 
8. Providing more and better trained inspectors. 
9. Increasing the uniformity of certification and 

inspection. 
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10. Cutting the time needed for certification. 
11. Cracking down on the suppliers of bogus 

parts. 
12. Strictly enforcing the use of English by 

student pilots. 
13. Simplifying the heliport certification process. 
14. Establishing uniform standards, region to 

region and inspector to inspector. 

Assistance to Industry 
15. Supporting increased funding for research 

and development to enhance reliability. 
16. Supporting heliport construction. 
17. Modifying the public service exclusions to 

allow AIP funding of Public Service 
Heliports. 

18. Tempering the emphasis and commitment of 
resources to future vertical-lift vehicles, such 
as the tiltrotor, with an appreciation of the 
present helicopter industry and its problems. 

Others 

Participants were concerned about rising insurance costs 
and measures that could be taken to control them. The 
general feeling was that the present rate structure does 
not adequately discriminate with regard to the risks 

associated with different types of operation or the safety 
consciousness of operators. Insurance companies should 
work with operators and HAI to establish an actuarial 
base that would allow differential rates based on safety 
records and inherent risks. As a corollary, the safety
consciousness and accident-prevention programs of 
individual operators should be factored into the rate 
calculation. This approach would both reward those with 
the best accident history and safety practices and identify 
those who represent the greatest insurance risk. 

It was also recommended that insurers explore with 
HAI the feasibility of pooling coverage for small 
operators to obtain the advantage of a group rate and of 
setting up a consortium of insurance companies to 
provide coverage for those operators engaged in high
risk activities. 

Consideration should be given to an accreditation 
program to identify operators who meet or exceed an 
established standard of excellence. The rationale for this 
program is that most users of helicopter services assume 
that all operators certified by FAA are uniformly 
acceptable and adhere to appropriate operational and 
safety standards. This is not always true in the helicopter 
industry, and there is need for a measure that can be 
used with confidence by customers to identify those with 
superior practices and the highest standards of safety 
and performance. 



PRESENTATIONS 

WELCOME 

Robert D. Fox 
Hillcrest Aircraft Company, Inc. 
HAI Chairman 

I appreciate the opportunity to talk to you this morning. 
I would like to welcome all of you to what could be the 
first day of the rest of our helicopter industry's life. 

Last night we had a preliminary meeting of the 
steering committee and the workshop leaders, and it was 
apparent that we have a wealth of talent assembled here, 
all very enthusiastic and prepared to make this a 
valuable event for the helicopter industry. However, the 
value of this two-day workshop is up to you. We need 
your participation to help us understand how our 
industry is going to remain viable. 

Many of you have spent years in this industry, as I 
have. I was with Evergreen Helicopters for over 17 
years. My experience also includes several years as 
chairman of the HAI Economic Committee, preceding 
the current chairman, Brandon Battles. That committee 
has always pushed for more and better collection and 
exchange of operator economic information and 
continues to do so. For the past four years, I have been 
on the HAI Board of Directors serving as Assistant 
Treasurer, Treasurer, Vice Chairman, and, as of July 1, 
1991, Chairman. I have seen operator economics from 
every possible angle, and I am convinced there is a 
strong correlation between economic viability and 
sharing of information. 

Even though this industry is and always will be 
competitive, we still must cooperate and share 

HELICOYI'ER OPERATOR ECONOMICS: 
A FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE 

Michael C. Moffet 
Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning, 
and International Aviation 
Federal Aviation Administration 

It is a pleasure for me to be here and see such a good 
turn-out of people to consider this important issue. It is 
always good to get outside of Washington and see what 
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information on costs. This forum is a logical place for 
such exchange to happen. I would like to suggest some 
points for you to consider during the next two days. 

First is the need for realistic regulations and 
consistent enforcement of those regulations by FAA. 
Through the Aviation Regulatory Advisory Committee, 
FAA is cooperating with our industry to develop 
regulations that affect helicopters. We do not have to, 
nor can we, live under regulations designed for fixed
wing aircraft and modified for helicopters. 

The second area is insurance costs, primarily product 
liability. Something has to be done about it. It is killing 
our industry. 

The third area is advances in manufacturing to 
increase component life and lengthen the time between 
overhaul. Through better engineering and better 
reporting of maintenance and malfunction information, 
proper data can be collected to help us lower direct 
operating cost. 

Finally, my old song: operators need to be aware of 
their true costs. We have to avoid unrealistic competition 
and price cutting born of the mistaken belief that they 
are ways to increase cash flow and profitability. Some 
operators are still using 1980s pricing in the real world 
of the 1990s. We cannot continue to do this and remain 
in business. Cost accounting among operators has not 
kept pace with the times and advances in the industry. 

As we prepare to divide into five working groups, I 
thank you again for being here and taking part in what 
could be the start of a new era in the helicopter 
industry-one where we share ideas and work together 
for the common good of the industry that we serve in so 
many ways. 

the real world is thinking about. Even though we are in 
California, I still considered this part of the real world. 
Southern California is a beautiful place that is 
particularly apropos to consider aviation problems 
because is has meant so much in the history and 
development of the aviation industry. 

With regard to industrial development, look at the 
MacDonnell Douglas facility up the road. With regard to 
history, consider that the Spruce Goose is just a short 
way down the road. All around us is one of the most 
complex pieces of airspace in the country, utilized by 
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large commercial operators and a very active fleet of 
general aviation aircraft. Southern California really 
epitomizes what American aviation is all about, from the 
smallest pleasure flyers up to the very largest aircraft 
that operate in our system. 

Of course, this is also on the Pacific Rim, and there 
is no question but that the growth of international 
aviation is looking east. We see much more significant 
growth toward the Pacific here than in any other part of 
the country. Therefore, I think this is a good place for 
this conference. I hope it will help to inspire us to come 
up with the kind of ideas that are necessary to solve the 
problems facing the helicopter industry. 

I want to thank the Transportation Research Board 
for providing these comfortable facilities and for helping 
us organize this conference. We are here for two days to 
learn something about helicopter operator economics. 
We all stand to benefit from this knowledge. We in FAA 
will gain a better perspective on how to target our 
guidance and assistance to do the most good. We will 
also learn something, I am sure, about helicopter 
operator safety and how we can work cooperatively to 
improve that. This, of course, is crucial knowledge for 
the FAA because we all know that well-conceived 
programs and well-written rules and regulations can help 
the industry. But if you have poorly thought-out, 
misdirected efforts, we can hurt it; and we do not want 
to do that. 

The Helicopter Association International and the 
American Helicopter Society will also gain valuable 
knowledge from this meeting. They will gain a better 
understanding of how they can work with helicopter 
operators to improve performance and how to represent 
helicopter makers and users better before the 
government and the general public. 

In particular, I expect that this gathering will help 
HAI build on what it has learned from its recent 
helicopter operator survey to better tailor its efforts on 
behalf of the industry. Finally, I am sure you, the 
operators, will gain a better understanding of each other, 
your cost structures, your manufacturers, your industry 
representatives, maybe even your bankers and insurers, 
and, of course, the FAA. 

The formal title of this workshop is helicopter 
operator economics, problems and solutions. The 
purpose is twofold. First, we want to describe specific 
problems faced by helicopter operators. We want to 
discuss their implications for operational safety and 
continued ( and hopefully expanded) helicopter 
operations. Second, we will suggest future actions that 
operators, the industry and FAA can take or avoid to 
reduce problems. I would like to stress that we all should 
think about both problems and solutions. It is not 

enough to talk only about your problems. We need to 
brainstorm, discuss, and propose solutions. 
Cooperatively, we can learn and profit from our 
experiences. 

Today's airport and air traffic system is the product 
of almost 90 years of experience, primarily with fixed
wing aircraft. FAA and its predecessors have responded 
to new technologies and market demands in creating the 
national airspace system that we enjoy today. Vertical 
flight aircraft have been around for only about half as 
long as fixed-wing aircraft. Since their introduction 
vertical flight aircraft have had to make accommodations 
to fit into the system, a system that was designed to 
meet the needs of fixed-wing aircraft, not the unique 
operating characteristics of rotorcraft. 

Helicopter operators have done an impressive job of 
adapting to this fixed-wing environment. The aviation 
system has also adapted somewhat to helicopters. While 
these accommodations have allowed helicopters to 
operate, vertical flight aircraft are not really integrated 
into the national aviation system as well as we or the 
operators want and need. We must work hard to change 
this. 

This workshop is a direct result of FAA 
Administrator Busey's participation in the 1991 
Rotorcraft Roundtable. In a meeting last March with 
HAi's Frank Jensen and AHS's John Zugschwert who, 
as you know, has recently gone to Bell Helicopter, 
Administrator Busey expressed the desire to increase the 
body of knowledge and understanding of operator 
economic problems. Such knowledge will help FAA, the 
industry, and the operators themselves. 

The importance that you attach to this subject is 
apparent when we look at the list of participants. We 
have leaders from business, academia, manufacturers, 
trade associations, the insurance and banking industry, 
consulting firms and, of course, the government. Mostly, 
and most important, we have helicopter operators of all 
sizes and types here to discuss helicopter economics. 

The operating needs of vertical flight aircraft have 
gained added recognition within FAA in recent years. 
More than a year ago, the vertical flight program office 
was established to coordinate our efforts and to provide 
a single focal point for rotorcraft within the agency. This 
office, headed by Jim McDaniel and represented here 
today by Paul Erway, works closely with flight standards, 
air traffic, and airports to identify problems and give the 
needs of vertical flight high visibility within FAA. 

Throughout the agency, people have been made 
within their offices focal points on vertical flight. Some 
of them are here today to discuss their problems and 
provide you with insights on our current programs. FAA 
Southwest Region, represented here today by Jim 



Erickson and Larry Bartledge, has the lead in rotorcraft 
certification. Working closely with industry, this office is 
dedicated to keeping abreast of the latest technological 
developments. For example, test pilots have already 
completed ground school, and they are training in 
simulators to prepare to certificate tiltrotor aircraft 
pilots. 

Experts at our Atlantic City technical center are 
working on new ATC procedures, obstruction avoidance, 
steep angle approaches, and heliport and vertiport 
development. These efforts will make vertical flight safer 
and more efficient. 

Within my area-policy, planning and international 
aviation-a part of our job is to make sure that vertical 
flight is an integral part of the system. My staff worked 
closely with HAI, AHS, and TRB to bring about this 
workshop. The System Requirements Branch, managed 
by Chuck Dennis, put together the Rotorcraft Master 
Plan and is responsible for many R&D studies. This 
office is also responsible for the overall FAA strategic 
plan, whereby we are trying to insure that vertical flight 
is integrated into the FAA planning process. 

THE USES OF ECONOMIC DATA FOR 
HELICOYI'ER OPERATORS 

Edward Walls 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte 

It is a thrill to be here. I have been observing the 
helicopter transportation industry for 23 years and never 
believed this would happen-operators, manufacturers, 
and FAA sitting down together to discuss common 
concerns. It is a truly historic opportunity that may not 
come again if we muff it. 

The survey of operating and financial ratios of 
helicopter transportation firms recently completed by the 
HAI Economics Committee under the chairmanship of 
Brandon Battles is a significant achievement. In my 
business-studying and teaching corporate financial 
management-I quickly learned that data provided by 
industry associations and investment advisory companies 
such as Standard and Poor's and Moody's are the basic 
indicators of company financial strength and trends. 

A look at a typical industrial sector summary 
published by such firms shows a classification of 
companies by size, measured in terms of assets and asset 
ratios. This permits comparison of companies of similar 
size. In some industry summaries firms are also listed by 
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With your help, we will become even more 
responsive to helicopter problems and concerns. Our co
sponsorship of this workshop should be considered but 
one step in the larger effort to improve our knowledge 
base and integrate vertical flight into the aviation system. 
We have a way to go before helicopters can operate 
within the system as easily as fixed-wing aircraft, but we 
are committed to that goal. 

To step back just for a minute, look at the critical 
role the aviation industry plays our national economy. 
About 5.6 percent of our gross national product is 
generated through aviation. One out of every 14 jobs in 
the United States is either in aviation or related to 
aviation. As I mentioned before, southern California is 
a cradle of aviation development and activity, and it is 
particularly appropriate that we here today think about 
this. As we deliberate, we need to keep in mind the 
importance of aviation to our national economy and to 
the nation as a whole. We need to continue to care for 
and nurture this industry. This workshop is a small but 
very important part of the effort. 

geographic region to reflect different economic 
conditions in various parts of the country. 

With such data one company can be compared with 
others of similar size, or in different regions, or with 
similar product lines, and so on. This can be very 
enlightening for management as well as for lenders, 
investors, regulators, or anyone with access to company 
and industry data. 

The recently completed HAI economic survey of 
helicopter operators-of which you will hear more from 
Brandon Battles later in the program today-fills a long
standing need in our industry. 

There are a number of ways in which such data, 
reported annually, can be of use. The first that occurs to 
me is the education of new or small operators who have 
little or no experience in collecting and using financial 
information. Survey data can show them the margins 
that are normal, encouraging them not to underprice. 
The data can also give them an idea of normal cost 
structure-the percentage that goes maintenance, 
insurance, labor, and so on, thereby alerting them to the 
possibility they are skimping on something or paying too 
much for something else. 

An expected result would be more widespread 
financial health in the industry and earlier demise of 
marginal firms which do not operate efficiently. Their 
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departure would be encouraged by market forces. If 
lenders have access to industry data, they will 
discriminate against operators who cannot demonstrate 
they can turn a loan or investment into an adequate cash 
flow through effective use of the equipment they have 
financed. 

Another use of economic data that seems to be 
getting more attention now is to show the helicopter 
industry's role in the economy generally and the 
transportation network particularly. If heliports are to be 
accepted as a public good and if helicopters are to be 
recognized as a necessary element of the transportation 
system, the industry must be prepared to provide data to 
support these contentions. 

If operators want to demonstrate that the industry is 
in poor financial health, they must have solid information 
to that effect. How can operators or HAI make the case 
for the industry without such evidence? 

Other uses could be listed, but these should be 
sufficient to illustrate how an economic survey, 
conducted annually, could contribute to the short- and 
long-term strength of the helicopter operating industry. 
The value of such information is borne out by the fact 
that most industry associations initiated economic 
surveys very early in their history, much earlier than the 

COST MANAGEMENT 

Robert K. Spear 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte 

I am glad to be here. I am an accounting professor, but 
please do not hold that against me. I do not consider 
myself a typical accounting professor even though I wear 
dark suits, and I may wear wingtip shoes. I am not really 
oriented toward financial statements. My focus is on cost 
accounting. 

What I want to talk to you about today is cost 
management. Simply put, if you know your costs, you 
can use them to manage your business. By that I mean 
that cost information can be a tool not only for planning, 
control, and evaluation of your day-to-day operations but 
also for the long-term management and direction of your 
enterprise. 

Planning involves budgeting, both for the entire 
company operation and for individual contracts and jobs. 
With respect to control, if you know your costs, you will 
be better able to evaluate them and determine how to 
reduce them and plan for survival. 

helicopter industry. 
The primary knowledge needed to make use of these 

data is basic familiarity with helicopter operations and 
standard business methods. The calculation of financial 
ratios is simple arithmetic. It is interpretation of the 
results that requires understanding-not just of helicopter 
operations but also of financial statements, concepts, and 
techniques that are normal parts of financial 
management. 

Those inexperienced in the financial side of business 
would do well to seek tutoring by a bank lending officer 
or to enroll in a financial management course at a local 
university or junior college. The tools and knowledge 
needed are also taught, in a helicopter setting, in the 
HAI Operator Management course. 

The key point is that the knowledge required by 
helicopter operators consists chiefly of basic business 
concepts and tools that any company needs to survive 
and prosper. 

This meeting represents an historic opportunity for 
helicopter operators to work more effectively with 
manufacturers and government to ensure that the 
capabilities of this unique machine are fully exploited to 
the benefit of the national transportation system. 

It is critical to measure true costs, which entails 
knowing what to measure and how to measure it. I dare 
say in talking to people who have come through the HAI 
Operator Management course that many operators do 
not realize what their true costs are. If you take a look 
at the shrinkage of the industry over the past several 
years, the truth of this observation seems to be borne 
out. The message is clear. 

KNOW THY COSTS 

There are four basic types of cost: direct, indirect, 
variable, and fixed. All can and should be used for 
planning, evaluation, management, and control. It is not 
always easy to determine how a given cost item should 
be classified. For example, what is a direct cost? Your 
accountant may have one answer, and you another. Most 
accountants do not have detailed knowledge of the 
helicopter business. Many accountants I have talked to 
confine their thinking to the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) type of accounting. 

That is not what you, the management, are really 
concerned with. Yes, that is what the financial statement 



says, but you do not fly financial statements. You are not 
going to survive just on a financial statement alone. You 
need to talk to your accountant; teach him your business. 
Get him out of the back room, away from the calculator. 
Get him up in the aircraft, get him out on the 
maintenance line, and let him see, feel, and get his hands 
dirty so that he gets to know your costs first hand and 
can use that information to help you. 

1YPES OF COST 

How do you distinguish between direct and indirect 
costs? Basically, direct costs consist of personnel (wages, 
benefits, the flyers), the equipment itself, and the 
supplies needed to operate the aircraft. (Figure 1) 
Indirect costs comprise overall general administrative 
costs and those of facilities needed to conduct your 
business. Indirect costs are just as important as direct 
costs because they all contribute to the true operating 
cost-of your business as a whole, of a specific type of 
activity, of individual jobs. 

COST 

DIRECT < 
Personnel < wages 

benellls 

< equipment 

Olher direct 

INDIRECT 

supplies 

de11artmental 

< 
Admlnlslrallon < general governmenlal 

< operallng costs 

Faclllllee 
capllal costs 

FIGURE 1 Types of Cost. 

Costs, whether direct or indirect, can be variable or 
fixed. Variable costs are those that are specifically 
associated with a unit of activity or output-an hour of 
labor, a flight hour, miles per gallon of fuel, etc. 

On the other side of the equation are fixed costs, 
those which do not change over a relevant range, such as 
time, level of activity, or aircraft age. 
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CHART OF ACCOUNTS 

One way to capture and use these cost elements, at least 
for the accountant talking here, is something called a 
chart of accounts. Exhibit A is a chart of accounts for a 
fictitious company that gives an indication of how to 
gather this cost information in one spot and use it for 
financial reporting, budgeting, contract talks, or setting 
pnces. 

One item of special interest is the Maintenance 
Reserve account (item 370). You operators all know 
what maintenance reserve is. Accountants do not. Most 
accountants are inclined to wipe it off the books and say 
you cannot have a maintenance reserve. This account is 
crucial for a helicopter transportation firm. Convince 
your accountant that it is. 

In general the chart of accounts is an orderly way to 
accumulate cost information that can be used in 
establishing budgets, setting prices, or identifying ways to 
reduce variable or fixed costs. For example, consider 
budgeting. I hope that most of your companies have 
budgets, budgets only for the company as a whole but 
also for contracts and individual jobs. You can develop 
a budget from a record of variable and fixed costs 
(direct and indirect), and you can use this information 
for comparison, evaluation, and control in bidding a 
particular piece of work. In some cases you may discover 
that you should not take on a given job because you 
could not cover your total costs. So don't take the job. 
It is better to park your helicopter than to lose money. 
You don't make more money by flying more hours at 
below the total costs. 

THE BREAKEVEN POINT 

Fixed and variable costs can be quite helpful to compute 
the breakeven point. (Figure 2) The breakeven point is 
nothing more than a calculation of fixed and variable 
costs to determine the point at which the firm can make 
money at some level of output. Profit in this sense is the 
point where the total revenue line is above total cost 
(the combination of fixed and variable costs). 

Unfortunately, many helicopter operators are bidding 
contracts and pricing services such that they wind up in 
the loss area. They will not survive long that way. It is 
not true that the more you fly, the more money you 
make. Revenues may go up, but costs-total cost-may 
go up even faster. 

To survive and prosper you must know and make use 
of cost information: direct costs, indirect costs, variable 
costs, and fixed costs. Planning, evaluation, control, and 
measurement added together equal survivability. 



EXHIBIT A: MID-SOUTH HELICOPTERS, INC., CHART OF ACCOUNTS 

Account ID Account Title Account ID 

105 Cash on Deposit 388 
106 Imprest Fund-Cash on Hand 389 
120 Investments 390 
125 Inventory: Parts 391 
126 Fuel Inventory 395 
140 Accts Rcvble-Customers 401 
141 A/RMisc. 401.01 
142 A/R-Flight Instruction 401.02 
143 A/R-Pilot Services 401.03 
145 A/R-GT 402 
147 A/R-Maintenance 403 
148 A/R-Fuel 404 
149 A/R-Student Training 405 
152 Prepaid Insurance 406 
153 Prepaid Expenses-Other 407 
220 Building 430 
221 Accum. Deprc.-Building 480 
230 Equipment-Helicopter 485 
231 Accum. Deprc.-Helicopter 490 
240 Machinery and Equipment 605 
241 Accum Deprc-Mch & Equip 605.60 
250 Furniture and Fixtures 606 
251 Accum. Deprc.-Furn & Fix 607 
275 Organization Costs 610 
276 Loan Costs 611 
301 Notes Payable-Affiliate 613 
302 Notes Payable-Partnership 615 
305 Notes Payable-Shareholder 619 
318 Notes Payable-S/f 620 
319 S/r Term-Due Partnership 621 
320 Accounts Payable 622 
325 Withholding Employee 401K 623 
331 Federal Income Tax W /H 625 
332 State Income Tax W /H 630 
350 Accrued Salaries & Wages 635 
352 Accrued Interest Payable 637 
360 Accrued Property Taxes 638 
370 Maintenance Reserve 640 
380 Notes Payable-L/f-Bank 641 
381 Note Payable-Shareholder 641.06 

FIGURE 2 Calculation of the Breakeven Point. 
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HAI SURVEY OF OPERATING PERFORMANCE 

Brandon M. Battles 
Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. 

The Helicopter Association International undertook the 
Survey of Operating Performance in 1990 to provide 
information to its members, manufacturers, and others 
closely associated with the helicopter industry. The HAI 
Economics Committee, with input from the HAI 
leadership and professional staff, developed the survey 
instrument. 

HAI mailed the survey to 430 of its members and 
over 2,000 nonmembers in the United States in 
September, 1990. A total of 99 usable responses, 36 of 
them from HAI members, were entered into the data 
base. 

The respondents represented three major types of 
operation: commercial, corporate, and public service. 
The largest number of respondents (61 percent) were 
commercial operators, with revenues from a wide variety 
of activities and sources. Corporate flight departments 
accounted for 29 percent of the survey forms received. 
For the most part, corporate flight departments flew 
helicopters that were not for hire, and the corporation 
was the sole source of operating income. Public service 
operations for the remaining 10 percent of the responses. 
The normal source of revenue was from state and local 
governments or medical service. 

A copy of the survey report was included in the 
background papers for this workshop. I invite you to 
refer to it for basic information about your segment of 
the helicopter transportation industry during the 
forthcoming working group discussions. 

With this as background, I would now like to offer a 
few observations about the purpose of the survey and 
our plans for the future. 

At the time you first decided to establish a helicopter 
operation, whether it was for profit or to serve a 
government agency or private corporation, you probably 
asked yourself questions such as these. How do I reach 
the objective? How much will it cost? What problems 
have others encountered? 

Hopefully, you also asked how to measure progress 
toward your objective. 

There are different ways. You can compare actual 
expenses to budgets, monitor customer feedback, or 
compare your operation to others in the industry. 
Comparing your operation to others in the industry is 
the concept we focused on with the survey of economics 
and operating performance. With the survey, we simply 

, tried to give you another measure, another way to 
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compare your operation to others of similar size and 
type. 

One of the main hurdles that confronted us before 
we mailed the survey was to ensure that responses 
remained confidential. Several operators expressed a 
concern that, if they responded to the survey, their 
financial and operating information would become public 
knowledge and competitors would gain proprietary 
information. 

We concluded that confidentiality could best be 
protected by having an independent organization collect, 
compile the responses, and group them in categories of 
size and type of activity that are sufficiently large to 
preserve anonymity. 

We plan to repeat the survey with the intent of 
enlarging the data base to give a better picture of the 
industry as a whole and to keep the information current. 
Three points will be crucial to our success. 

First, we must receive feedback on the first survey. 
You, the operators, determine the survey's level of 
success. You can help us construct a questionnaire that 
is meaningful to you and our industry and fits your 
needs and concerns. 

Second, participants must complete the entire 
questionnaire. Answer all questions relevant to your 
organization. What may seem ridiculous to you may be 
very important to others in the industry. For example, 
the insurance industry may rely on information we 
gather to elevate their understanding of helicopter 
operations. Commercial operators may find it easier to 
work with financial institutions if they have comparable 
information about operations of similar size and type. 
Uninformed operators may improve their understanding 
of helicopter operations and helicopter transportation as 
a business. 

Greater participation is the third and final key to 
success of the second survey. With the first survey we 
had about an eight percent return. With the successful 
completion of one survey, operator apprehension should 
diminish, and participation should increase. With a 
higher level of participation more reliance can be placed 
on the results. 

I would like to issue you a challenge. An association 
in the electronics industry with approximately 860 
members conducted a similar survey for its members. 

Over 97 percent of the association members 
responded! Quite a response rate, and a nice goal for 
our industry to aim for. 

In closing, I simply want to ask you to help us help 
you. Let the Economic Committee give you another tool 
to help you measure your progress on the road to 
success. 
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS* 

SMALL COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders 
Matthew S. Zuccaro Robert Devin 

McDonnell Douglas 
Helicopter Co. 

Zuccaro Aviation, Inc. 

The purpose of the working group was to develop a 
better understanding of the economics of operating 
helicopters by examining the major elements of 
operating cost and the economic factors that drive or 
influence them, particularly as they affect small 
commercial operators. The working group also 
attempted to identify corrective measures and program 
that could control costs and improve the economics of 
operating helicopters commercially. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS 

Technical issues and infrastructure concerns do not 
appear to be the determining factors. The group felt that 
current helicopters, with their existing operational 
capabilities, would still be the major part of the fleet 
operating into the next century. While the helicopter 
transportation industry could always use more heliports, 
it was generally agreed that the current inventory of 
heliports, with a few notable exceptions, is adequate for 
the current needs of the industry. 

The major factor that will determine the future of the 
industry is understanding and controlling the economics 
associated with operating helicopters so as to provide an 
acceptable return on investment and assure the long
term financial health of individual operators. 

Small operators utilize different methods to 
determine costs, with little, if any, consideration to the 
use of standard and accepted accounting practices and 
procedures. In an attempt to establish a framework for 
discussion of cost, the working group distinguished 
between two basic types of operating cost: direct and 
indirect. Direct (variable) costs are those associated with 
the actual flight of aircraft, e.g., fuel, time-change 
components, or maintenance. Indirect (fixed) costs are 
costs incurred whether or not the aircraft flies-hanger 
rent, aircraft financing, staff, insurance, and so on. 

It is essential that operators realistically determine 
their true operating costs and use them to establish 
correct pricing that provides an adequate profit margin. 

The basic formula to determine actual fixed and 

• Working group participants are listed in Appendix B. 

variable costs (adjusted to provide adequate reserves and 
profit margin) is well known and should be the 
cornerstone of fiscal integrity. Unfortunately, it is not 
commonly used by small helicopter operating firms 
today. Instead, their pricing formulas seem to be driven 
by undercutting competitors, even if such pricing has a 
built in loss factor. 

It is equally important to know how to calculate 
profit-both operating profit and return on investment. 
The view of the working group was that operators 
should aim for a return on investment of 8-10 percent 
and calculate their operating profit margin accordingly. 

The profitability of small operators is conditioned by 
several factors that are unique to their scale of activity. 
Maintenance services are usually performed outside the 
firm by special contractors. Small operators usually do 
not have back-up aircraft to support the few that they 
operate. Fuel is normally purchased at retail price from 
a third party, such as a fixed base operator. Parts and 
equipment are purchased without the advantage of 
volume discount. Calendar limits are reached before 
flight time limits on many components. Outside 
marketing and accounting services ate utilized. 

MAJOR COST FACTORS 

Maintenance 

Maintenance costs are critical to the economic success 
of any operation, but they are especially important to 
small operators. A major consideration is whether to 
establish an internal maintenance department or utilize 
the services of an outside maintenance firm. Some of the 
parameters involved in making such a decision are the 
number of aircraft involved, the number of hours flown, 
and the time (night or day) when maintenance must be 
performed. In many cases small operators cannot afford 
the loss of the aircraft during normal operating hours 
and thus must do all their maintenance at off hours 

Another factor is whether there are third-party 
maintenance facilities available in the firm's operating 
area. Lack of such facilities may force small operators to 
set up an internal maintenance operation, which might 
not be economically reasonable at their level of activity. 
Assuming that the quality of maintenance is equal, the 
deciding factor between internal or external maintenance 
is how the per-hour costs break down between the two 
options. Internal maintenance is usually the more costly 



alternative for a small operator because it adds to 
indirect (fixed) cost for such items as required spares 
inventory, tools, facilities, insurance, and staffing. It is 
generally not economically practical for small operators 
to establish an internal maintenance department. 

The variable and unscheduled nature of helicopter 
maintenance tends to destroy even the best thought out 
financial planning. One way to compensate for the 
variability and unpredictability of helicopter maintenance 
costs is through a power-by-hour program that covers all 
items on the aircraft from nose to tail. Such a program 
might be offered by the manufacturer or it could be 
administered by a third party. An essential element of a 
power-by-hour program is accurate information from the 
operators themselves about the performance and 
maintenance history of their aircraft. This information is 
needed for manufacturers to make a realistic 
determination of expected operating costs. 

Fuel 

Another major element of direct operating cost is fuel. 
The cost per gallon varies dramatically by geographic 
region and point of purchase. An operator might be able 
to reduce the direct cost of fuel by bulk buying and or 
establishing his own fuel farm, allowing purchase of fuel 
at wholesale rates. Most small operators, however, do 
not have enough volume to justify bulk purchase in 
advance or the available funds to set up a fuel farm of 
their own and bear the maintenance and insurance 
expenses. The costs of regulatory compliance and 
insurance against financial liability are formidable 
problems for small operators. 

Insurance 

Insurance cost (medical coverage for employees and 
aircraft hull and liability insurance) is one of the most 
important factors affecting the economic viability of 
small operators. The volatile nature of insurance costs 
make business forecasting and pricing difficult tasks at 
best. Organizations such as HAI, lenders, or insurance 
associations could be catalysts in establishing insurance 
cooperatives to allow small operators to obtain 
advantage of group rates. 

Regulation 

Regulatory compliance can impose heavy cots on 
helicopter operators. Current Federal Aviation 
Regulations (FAR) do not give adequate recognition to 
the special capabilities and operating environment of 
helicopters. 
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One of the issues to be addressed is consistency in 
regulatory interpretations by FAA officials. In some 
instances some operators are encumbered with 
unnecessary and constraining regulatory compliance 
because of arbitrary or incorrect interpretation and 
application by FAA inspectors or regional and national 
offices. This has an adverse economic effect and may 
affect safety in some cases. 

Authorization for properly trained and certified pilots 
to perform minor maintenance away from base on items 
not critical to safety of flight should be reviewed and 
perhaps expanded to allow them to handle normal day
to-day operational requirements. 

The costs and time required to obtain FAA approval 
for a system type certificate or other aircraft 
modification can be excessive. 

The playing field for commercial operators is not 
level. There is a disparity between operators conducting 
passenger transport activities and those conducting other 
types of revenue-producing operations (sightseeing, 
photography, training etc.). The former are subject to 
FAR Part 135; the latter are not. A more equitable 
arrangement would be to apply FAR Part 135 to any 
and all operations where the carrier charges a fee or 
receives revenue. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Government and Industry Resources 

The emphasis and commitment of resources by the 
government and manufacturers on future vertical lift 
vehicles such as the tiltrotor should be tempered with an 
appreciation of the current rotary wing helicopter 
industry and its problems. To plan for the future, and to 
foster new vehicle technology are commendable. 
However, attention should also be focused on, and 
resources directed to, the present health and long-term 
survival of the vertical-flight industry. If not, vehicles 
such as the tiltrotor will not have a marketplace, 
infrastructure, or qualified personnel to operate them 
when they become a commercial reality. 

Public Acceptance of Helicopter Aviation 

Public acceptance of helicopters and heliports is critical 
to the future economic viability of the industry. There is 
a clear lack of support of helicopter aviation by the 
general public. For example, many communities have put 
in place prohibitive zoning laws, and new ones are being 
proposed daily. 

The philosophy of creating a heliport, regardless of 
location or actual need, just to have another heliport is 
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not sound. The establishment of any heliport should be 
based on a true need of the industry or the public and 
not on the philosophy of "build the heliport and the 
helicopters will come". 

Time and again, heliports have been established 
without any demonstration of real need or assurance that 
they will be used. Subsequently when they fail and must 
be closed, helicopter aviation receives negative publicity. 
The funds, community resources, and goodwill expended 
for these facilities might have been better spent 
somewhere else. 

Cooperative Efforts 

Cooperation and joint programs are needed. Interaction 
among all segments of the industry, operators in 
particular, is essential for the survival and long-term 
growth of the industry as a whole and operators as 
individuals. 

In the area of maintenance small operators should 
seek to form cooperatives to provide central spares 
inventories and labor pools to meet their maintenance 
requirements. Such an arrangement could provide each 
member operator with qualified technicians and 
mechanics and spare parts as needed without incurring 
the full overhead cost of having their own maintenance 
organization. 

Withholding of resources (i.e., aircraft) from each 
other is not beneficial to operators. This is especially 
true with regard to subchartering or brokering to 
another firm trips that an operator cannot handle. If the 
trip is lost, it harms each operator and creates a negative 
perception of the industry on the part of customers, 
actual or potential. 

Education Programs 

Education of new owners and operators needs to be 
improved. Any commercial or private operator should 
have available, a central source of realistic cost and 
operational information and reference material on good 
business practice. Customers and other users of 
helicopter transportation services also must be educated 
on matters such as safety, cost of product, and 
operational parameters. Operators, manufacturers, 
industry associations (HAI and AHS), and FAA should 
undertake joint programs to educate operators and the 
public alike about helicopter transportation. 

Accreditation 

Consideration should be given to an accreditation 
program to identify and acknowledge those operators 

who are exemplary in meeting or exceeding an 
established industry standard. The criteria of award 
should be established with industry participation through 
an organization such as HAI. Participation in the 
program would be voluntary, with those operators 
seeking the accreditation making application and 
satisfactorily completing an examination and 
accreditation process. 

The rationale for such a program is that most 
customers assume that any operator advertising services 
and claiming to be FAA-certified meets all operational 
and safety standards. This is unfortunately not the case 
throughout the helicopter transport industry. What is 
needed is a standard or measure of quality that can be 
used with confidence by the customer to identify those 
operators that do, in fact, maintain safety standards and 
sound operating practices. 

Among the criteria that could be factored into 
accreditation are staff (flight crews, maintenance, 
operations), training program, safety program, 
equipment and facilities, operational performance 
history, management, and code of ethics compliance. 

Adjustment to Economic Hardship 

There are several immediate practical actions that small 
operators could take to get through the current period 
of economic difficulty: 

· Defer maintenance on items that are cosmetic or 
not related to safety of flight. 
· Reduce or eliminate training not required by 
regulation. 
· Reduce spare inventory. 
· Reduce or eliminate hull insurance by negotiating 
a lay-up credit for inactive aircraft. 

Use part-time instead of full-time staff. 
Freeze or reduce payroll. 
Defer nonessential purchases. 
Discount the receivables account. 
Increase credit checks and payment or deposit 

requirements for customers. 

In addition to cost-cutting measures, operators 
should explore alternate revenue sources to supplement 
income from commercial helicopter operations. These 
sources include aircraft management services for other 
owners, consulting services, aircraft brokerage, food 
service, repair station services to other operators, asset 
sales or transfer, retail sales of aviation affiliated 
products, conducting FAR Part 61 flight training. 



MEDIUM COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

Steven Sullivan 
Aris Helicopter 

Discussion Leaders 
Gary B. Kovach 

MBB Helicopter Corp. 

The working group found cause for serious concern 
about the long-term profitability of medium-size 
operators (firms with fleets of 6-25 helicopters). 
Although many medium-size operators are currently 
profitable, they realize a low return on assets. One 
member of the group observed that most U.S. operators 
would get a better return on investment if their money 
were in a passbook savings account. 

Without significant increase in the financial 
performance of operators in this segment, they will have 
little capital available to invest in new high-efficiency 
vehicles. The cost of new helicopters, however, is rising 
without corresponding increases in speed, payload, and 
efficiency. If the helicopter transport industry is to have 
a solid future, manufacturers must develop new 
products that meet standards like those that airlines have 
come to expect of manufacturers of large transport 
aircraft. The focus of new product development should 
be on characteristics such as acquisition cost vs. speed or 
payload and operating cost per mile or ton-mile. Without 
such improvements in economic efficiency, operators will 
have little incentive to purchase new helicopters. 

From this perspective, the working group examined 
four issues of specific concern: technical improvements, 
financial performance, regulation, and insurance. 
Findings and recommendations for each are itemized 
below. 

TECHNICAL 

Recommendations 

The two main goals of technical improvement in 
helicopters should be reducing risk and lowering cost. 
This involves: 

· Establishing power-by-the-hour programs; 
· Providing just-in-time inventory for major 
maintenance inspection kits; 
· Getting feedback on failure rates from 
Maintenance Malfunction Information Reports 
(MMIR); 
· Supporting preventive maintenance system (PMS) 
and SFAR 36; 

Developing a flat-rate shop manual; 
· Increasing time between overhaul (TBO); 
· Supporting trend monitoring to produce on 
condition maintenance; 
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· Standardizing bar coding for technical manuals 
and IPCs; and 
· Improving direct operating cost (DOC) estimates. 

Comment 

The cost of a part or component may not be as 
important as the predictability of its service life. 

The MMIR system is a good one, and the industry 
should be encouraged to participate more fully. In 
addition, HAI should continue development of the 
system to include feedback and collation of reports. 

Operators should communicate more often with 
manufacturers. Information should be exchanged 
regarding mean time between removals (MTBR) and 
mean time between failures (MTBF), perhaps using the 
MMIR as a conduit for this information exchange. 

Manufacturers should improve their product support 
with more accurate time and cost estimates for repair 
and overhaul and with cost-effective power-by-the-hour 
programs for components. 

FINANCIAL 

Recommendations 

The three main goals for improvement in the financial 
area are 1) providing a mechanism for measuring the 
financial health of the industry, 2) improving 
communication with the financial community, and 3) 
providing an environment that facilitates financing. HAI 
may be in a position to help the industry achieve these 
objectives by: 

· encouraging operators to send their financial 
statements to a recognized financial institution for 
ratio analysis, 
· providing a standardized chart of accounts for 
financial statements, 
· encouraging FAA to improve the accuracy of 
flight hour reporting, 
· offering a cost accounting and management 
course for operators, and 
· improving the questions on operating cost and 
insurance in the HAI survey of operating 
performance. 

Comment 

Financial institutions typically do not have sufficient 
information to make decisions about the viability of a 
helicopter operator. There are few publicly held 
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helicopter transportation companies, and financial ratios 
and comparisons on privately owned firms are not 
readily available. Without this information, it is difficult 
for operators to obtain financing. The recent HAI survey 
to collect this information was overly complex and 
cumbersome. The working group felt most operators 
would submit financial information for analysis if they 
were assured that it would remain confidential and if it 
were not unduly burdensome to prepare. This approach 
would relieve operators of filling out lengthy, 
complicated questionnaires and still provide a data base 
for collation of financial ratios and statistics. 

REGULATION 

Recommendations 

The regulatory process should be streamlined, and a 
uniform set of standards should be developed. To 
accomplish this, it is recommended that FAA, through 
its Aviation Regulatory Advisory Commission, work on 
1) increasing the authority of local and regional office 
personnel, 2) adjusting the Minimum Equipment List 
(MEL) in light of local conditions and circumstances, 3) 
improving the training of FAA field personnel, 4) easing 
drug testing requirements and procedures, and 5) 
recognizing the life-cycle costs of regulatory rules. 

Comment 

Medium operators feel that they are being overregulated 
by the Federal Government and suffer from duplication 
or contradictory direction from by various federal 
agencies. One operator estimated that 25 percent of his 
mechanic and shop time is spent on government
required recordkeeping. 

FAA should recognize that airline procedures are not 
always appropriate for helicopter operators. Many firms 
operate from remote bases without basic facilities. 
Maintenance support, for instance, may be hours or 
hundreds of miles away. Another example of the 
difference between airlines and helicopter operators is in 
random drug testing. Airline crews normally report for 
duty at major facilities where a random drug testing may 
be performed easily. A helicopter pilot or mechanic may 
be hundreds of miles from the nearest facility capable of 
administering the required test. 

FAA should be more conscious of the economic 
impact of regulations. Realistic cost-benefit analysis of 
rules, with industry input, is necessary if the helicopter 
industry is to remain economically viable and 
competitive. 

Minimum Equipment List (MEL) requirements 
continue to be unrealistic and unworkable. Airline MEL 
procedures are not appropriate for most helicopter 
operations. FAA and the industry must solve this 
problem. Safety should not be compromised, but 
common sense must prevail. MELs are a serious 
economic impediment to helicopter operators and result 
in wasted man hours, lost revenue, and diversion of 
management attention. 

FAA participants in the working group commented 
that FAA has had to replace a number of retiring 
experienced inspectors with less experienced personnel. 
The working group suggested that FAA might 
compensate for this inexperience by delegating more 
authority to the industry in areas such as external load 
approvals, MELs, field approval forms for aircraft 
modification (Form 337), and supplemental type 
certificates (STC). 

INSURANCE 

Recommendations 

It appears inevitable that insurance costs will rise. The 
goal, therefore, should be to control the rise and 
minimize the effect on helicopter operators. To 
accomplish this goal, HAI and individual operators 
should 1) provide insurers with better information on 
accident rates, prevention programs, the risks of normal 
helicopter operation, 2) encourage efforts to educate and 
communicate with insurers, and 3) foster joint operator
insurer programs to reduce insurance costs. 

Comment 

Operators should be encouraged to help insurance 
brokers and underwriters understand better the normal 
risks and safety aspects of specific types of operation. 
Even though regular communication and information 
exchange will help control cost, most expect that 
insurance rates in general will rise in the short run. 
Helicopters, unfortunately, are part of the larger aviation 
risk pool and therefore subject to the rate fluctuations of 
the entire group. 

Several working group members felt strongly that 
FAA is not moving fast and firmly enough in shutting 
down willful violator and illegal operators. There was 
also concern that exceptions granted by FAA to 
uncertified eastern European helicopters for operations 
in the United States are unfair to domestic firms that 
have made a sincere effort to fly safe equipment and to 
operate within FAA rules and guidelines. 



LARGE COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

Bruce Stoehr 
Omniflight, Inc. 

Discussion Leaders 
David Lawrence 

Sikorsky Aircraft 

The working group concentrated on four major cost 
areas that affect the profitability of commercial 
operators, particularly those with fleets greater than 25 
aircraft: direct operating cost, reliability cost, minimum 
equipment list costs, and maintaining continuous 
airworthiness. 

DIRECT OPERATING COST 

Direct operating costs (DOC) are the parts and labor 
costs incurred by each hour of helicopter flight. There 
are other, somewhat varying, definitions of DOC used by 
helicopter operators and accountants, but the group 
agreed that the definition offered here would serve as a 
simple common starting point for discussion. 

One member of the group offered a matrix to serve 
as a format for analysis of DOC with regard to parts and 
components. (Exhibit B) Data for all columns but 
"actual life" are readily available in manufacturers' 
publications. Actual like is a more useful item that 
manufacturer's estimated life because it reflects the 
realities of field operating experience. Large operators 
have considerable advantage over smaller operators in 
this area because their data base is far larger, and 
consequently their actual life estimates are more 
accurate. 

EXHIBIT B 

Resource 
for retirement 
Resource for 
component overhaul 
Repair cost for 
on condition 
Airframe 
(refurbish) parts 
Engine overhaul 
Engine retirement 
items 
Engine repairs 
Labor (scheduled) 
Labor (unscheduled) 

Part Mfgr. 
Number Life 

Actual Unit 
Life Cost 

Cost 
per hr. 
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This format might be too detailed for some operators. A 
very close estimate can be made using historical cost 
summaries without going to all the trouble of such a 
detailed analysis. 

The manufacturer's understanding and publication of 
DOC data has become far more accurate in the last few 
years. In the past, gross inaccuracies seemed to be the 
rule in manufacturer-supplied data. 

One problem area in the DOC matrix; that of "on 
condition" parts. Historically, "on condition" applied to 
parts that had an exceptionally long life without 
maintenance. Today, however, entire engines with poor 
reliability are assigned "on condition" status, as are such 
items as new technology rotor blades. The example of a 
main rotor blade was discussed in some detail. How can 
a new operator know that an "on condition" main rotor 
blade will require, for example, $10,000 in unscheduled 
maintenance every 2,500 hours? The only way to know 
is through their experience. Unfortunately, this 
experience is available to only a relatively small segment 
of helicopter operators. Even for a large operator, a new 
model comes into service without historical cost data as 
an on condition item. 

Another area in the DOC matrix that is frequently 
overlooked is refurbishment. Every helicopter requires 
periodic paint, corrosion control, seat covers, etc. Special 
environments, such as salt water, require special types of 
overhauls. Granted some operators treat this as a fixed 
cost directly related to years of service, but the large 
operator group felt this cost should be related to hours 
flown. This cost is often ignored by the majority of the 
helicopter transportation industry. 

Labor can be a tough category in which to get any 
degree of accuracy and it is here that operators show 
considerable variation. Operators calculate internal labor 
hours in different ways. Only experience will show how 
many labor hours are actually needed to maintain the 
aircraft and all its components over the full life cycle. It 
is doubtful that full agreement can ever be reached on 
labor costs. However, in calculating DOC labor it is 
important to include all labor for all types of 
maintenance (routine, overhaul, and unscheduled). Some 
operators even break out labor by vendors, such as 
instrument repair specialists, in their labor calculation. 

DOC, as defined by this working group, is an area 
that is readily quantifiable by the operator population. 
Certainly, a nationwide compilation of actual life would 
be helpful ( especially in the categories of on condition, 
periodic overhaul, and labor), but most of the 
information is now available to the neophyte operator. 
On the whole, DOC is far more easily qualified and 
fitted into planning schedules than reliability costs, which 
are discussed next. 
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RELIABILITY COSTS 

Reliability costs are those costs incurred in unscheduled 
maintenance actions. Some operators refer to this as 
indirect cost. Regardless of how classified, the working 
group agreed that reliability costs are the most serious 
economic threat to helicopter operators. 

To illustrate reliability costs, a six-page operations 
department log of the events following an unscheduled 
replacement for an emergency medical service (EMS) 
operator was circulated. Costs included items and events 
such as: ownership of a back-up helicopter, position costs 
for back-up helicopter, ferry pilot transportation costs, 
management hours, shipping costs, positioning additional 
maintenance staff, contract penalties, and follow-up 
customer relations. 

There was a second group of reliability costs 
associated with this event carried in a separate 
maintenance log. They were the costs of the spare 
engine, associated parts and labor, management hours, 
and shipping. 

Reliability costs such as these are not as readily 
quantifiable as DOCs. Certainly, these costs are 
contained somewhere in the budget (in categories such 
as overhead or back-up fleet), but they are seldom 
explicitly related the causal event. In the example here, 
how many helicopter operators could translate the cost 
of the event directly to the replaced engine? The 
inability to do so will cause real problems in pricing a 
new project-especially if the project is in an area new to 
the operator. 

The case cited here is for an EMS operator, but it 
could equally well apply to offshore and forestry 
activities. Each has the same problem whether the 
helicopter breaks down on a hospital helipad, an oil rig, 
or a logging camp. 

A type of reliability cost worth noting is opportunity 
cost. Management, senior management, spends a large 
percent of time-too much time-'putting out fires" 
directly attributable to reliability problems. The result is 
often that less time can be devoted to important 
managerial concerns such as long-range planning and 
business development. Too often managers get so deep 
in reliability problems that they lose sight of the forest 
for the trees. 

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST COSTS 

Minimum equipment lists (MEL) are regulatory 
requirements that specify the essential equipment a 
helicopter must have in operating condition to undertake 
commercial flight. MELs were used by large operators 
long before the FAA began strict implementation of the 
concept. In other words, MELs would be a part of our 
operating rules even if they were not an FAA regulatory 
requirement. 

The problem is that something instituted by FAA as 
a safety concept has become a maintenance management 
concept. The intent seems to be to disallow the 
propagation of maintenance discrepancies rather than to 
provide safety-related guidelines. An example cited by a 
member of the group was a second VHF radio that 
became inoperative during a sightseeing operation in a 
local, non-ATC environment. The MEL process 
grounded the helicopter which could have, in fact, 
continued to operate in a safe manner in that role 
indefinitely even with the malfunctioning back-up VHF 
radio. 

Another aspect of MEL management that can 
increase cost is the lack of uniformity among FAA 
regions in interpreting or enforcing requirements. 

Poor MEL guidelines and poor MEL management 
result in expensive downtime for operators. As in most 
helicopter operations, remote projects suffer most as 
costs increase with every mile from a support base. 

CONTINUOUS AIRWORTHINESS 

The term continuous airworthiness was adopted by the 
group to denote the flexible scheduled maintenance 
concept sometimes referred to as "progressive schedules" 
or AAIP. The objective is to break down scheduled 
maintenance into segments that are most economical for 
a particular type of operation. For example, a scheduled 
helicopter airline will try to group its maintenance 
activities into segments no longer than the daily block of 
time when flights are not scheduled, rather than follow 
the traditional schedule that would ground the helicopter 
for several days every 100 flight hours. 

Continuous airworthiness programs are approved by 
FAA and often follow manufacturer recommendations. 
Some manufacturers publish several alternative 
schedules for commercial use while others put out only 
traditional schedules and leave the development of 
continuous airworthiness programs to the operator and 
FAA. 

This is a very technical area, requiring a high degree 
of specific knowledge of the vehicle model. Both the 
operator and FAA must have a clear understanding of, 
and agreement on, the objectives of the program. 

How does a scheduled maintenance program affect 
cost? With some of today's light and medium twin
engine helicopters that operators try to fly 1,200 hours 
a year, it is not unusual to incur eight weeks or more of 
scheduled downtime. If this time were to be spent as a 
consecutive block of days in a hanger, the operator 
would get only ten months of use per year from the 
helicopter. If this maintenance time could be 
programmed into periods when the aircraft is not 
working (nighttime for offshore work for example), the 
operator could get a full year of productive work. 
Imagine two offshore operators competing, one without 



a continuous airworthiness program and the other with. 
The one without loses 1/16 of his fixed cost and must 
incur the extra cost of providing a back-up. The one a 
continuous airworthiness program gets a full 12 months 
of service. There is no question of who will survive. 

This area gets far too little attention from most 
manufacturers and FAA. With the exception of large and 
medium operators who have the resources to manage 
this sophisticated type of maintenance schedule, most 
operators cannot, or do not, make use of this valuable 
tool. 

Like reliability cost, the cost of scheduled downtime 
are difficult to quantify. The topic is not being addressed 
by the industry as the endemic problem it is. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major finding of the Large Operator group was that 
helicopter operators devote too much attention to DOC 
and not enough to reliability costs, MEL, and scheduled 
inspection. Without question, reliability costs are the 
greatest economic problem operators must face. 

Direct Operating Cost 

No further effort should be made to obtain an 
industrywide consensus on the definition of direct 
operating cost. 

The definition would be general at best since it would 
be unlikely, if not impossible, to find acceptable 
definitions for each line item. A general definition would 
be of no practical value. 

In tabulating DOC data, four broad categories would 
suffice: engines, airframes, dynamic components, and 
electronics. 

HAI should abandon efforts to establish general 
business ratios for the helicopter industry. The services 
offered and the types of operation vary widely, as do the 
size and capabilities of helicopter transportation firms. 
There is little common ground. Arithmetic mean values 
of a "typical' helicopter operator based on an 
amalgamation of disparate kinds of operations and 
organizations and would probably be misleading. 

Reliability 

The major recommendation of the large operator group 
is that the MMIR data base begun by HAI should be 
expanded and improved. If we, as the industry, had 
followed through in 1987 on the concept of pooling 
information on maintenance interruptions, we would now 
have a data base available to members that would: 
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provide more reliable information in the "actual 
life' column of the matrix described above, 
· permit analysis of reliability cost and furnish 
operators and manufacturers a basis for attacking 
the reliability problem, and 
· give operators and FAA a way to rationalize 
timetables for required overhaul and scheduled 
maintenance. 

The MMIR data base does not provide adequate 
support to reach these goals. MMIR does not yet have 
universal submission of data, full manufacturer 
cooperation on information systems, and the necessary 
computer and management resources. The MMIR 
programs should be reorganized, adequately funded, and 
given the right management resources. Given the 
potential payoffs to the industry, this should be a high
priority effort. 

Minimum Equipment List 

The MEL process should be revisited by FAA with a 
view toward returning to the original safety objectives. 
Further, the efforts to achieve consistency between FAA 
regulations and uniformity of interpretation should be 
continued. 

Continuous Airworthiness 

Manufacturers should offer buyers of their products 
multiple options for scheduled maintenance programs to 
follow. Further, FAA personnel need more training on 
the technical aspects of designing individual inspection 
programs. Perhaps an effort should be made to 
centralize AAIP information so as to profit from the 
best of each program. However, a continuous 
airworthiness inspection program could be a competitive 
tool, and for this reason large commercial operators 
would probably prefer not to share schedules. 

Operator-Manufacturer Communication 

Direct communication between manufacturers and 
operators should be encouraged. This does not 
necessarily mean that all operators need be involved. A 
small cross-section of senior executives from helicopter 
operating firms conferring with counterparts in 
helicopter manufacturing firms would provide a 
sufficient dialogue on operating cost issues. 

One manufacturer has recently instituted a helicopter 
advisory team for exactly such purposes. It mat be useful 
as an industry model. 
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CORPORATE AND PRIVATE OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders 
Robert Cloud 
So. California Edison Co. 

Lou Bartolotta 
Agusta Aerospace Corp. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CORPORATE AND 
PRIVATE OPERATORS 

Corporate and private operators are a diverse group. 
Operations range from personal transportation for 
business executives ( a flying company limousine) to large 
corporate departments providing a variety of services in 
support of business activity. Whatever the application, 
the corporate objectives in owning and operating 
helicopters are most commonly to improve efficiency or 
to increase productivity. Direct profit or cost saving are 
seldom if ever prime concerns. 

Corporate helicopter aviation, thus, is driven by CEO 
preferences and the perception of its value as a business 
and management tool. The economic benefit to the 
company varies with the type and extent of use. 
Willingness to accept the expense of helicopter 
ownership and operation is conditioned by the 
importance that management attaches to passenger 
security, speed of movement, convenience, productivity, 
and-perhaps-corporate image. 

Except in special circumstances, such as linkage 
between helicopters and the firm's line of business or the 
CEO's personal enthusiasm for aviation, helicopter 
transportation must compete with other modes of 
transportation (including fixed wing aircraft), within and 
without the company. Helicopters are a considerable 
business expense, and in the economic tradeoff 
underlying management's decision to use helicopters the 
tangible or intangible benefits must outweigh the cost. In 
other words, cost is important and never ignored, but it 
is not the sole consideration in the equation. Helicopters 
must provide some service or performance capability 
that justifies their high cost. 

Corporate operators expect predictable and 
reasonable operating costs, high availability (limited 
downtime), and high standards of quality and 
performance. Exceeding the operating budget or 
unavailability when needed can jeopardize the 
justification for their use in the eyes of corporate 
officials. Power-by-the-hour programs are considered an 
expensive insurance policy and no substitute for 
reliability and components that fail or need replacement 
before their expected life. 

A related concern is the general age of the fleet now 
used in corporate service. Many helicopters are out of 
warranty, and the costs of keeping them in good 

condition is rising. Some corporations sell or trade in 
their aircraft before they are due for major overhaul, but 
this can be costly. Most corporate operators are trying 
lo make their existing and aging fleets last, at least until 
there is a substantial upturn in economic conditions. 
Some are now seeking to internalize ( and perhaps 
reduce) operation and maintenance costs through 
charge-back fees within the company that distribute the 
cost to specific departments or organizational 
components, thereby providing an incentive to 
economize on the use of helicopters as a corporate 
resource. 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

Most corporations maintain detailed records and 
carefully analyze DOC. They also compare this 
information with manufacturer-supplied DOC estimates 
to evaluate their own experience and, when considering 
purchase of a new helicopter, to help them select the 
right aircraft for a particular mission profile. A frequent 
complaint is that manufacturers' estimates are inaccurate 
(usually too high) and do not reflect the variety of uses 
and field conditions that characterize the company's use. 
The HAI guide to DOC estimates is similarly 
unsatisfactory in that it does not reflect the variance 
among different applications and operating 
circumstances. 

To bring manufacturers' DOC estimates closer in 
line with the actual costs corporate operators incur, 
several measures were recommended by the working 
group: 

· To deal with the problem of premature failure of 
parts and components (i.e., before they reach TBO), 
manufacturers should provide two kinds of DOC 
estimates-one for basic fixed costs regardless of 
hours flown, the other a customized estimate for the 
individual operator based on the m1ss10n 
requirement and indicating the total operating cost 
( or cost range) the operator can expect. 
· Manufacturers should revise their TBO 
certifications such that they provide a very high 
assurance that parts and components will not fail or 
need replacement before the prescribed time. 
· Components certified on condition should be 
expected to last a long time. With the present 
certifications, operators have come to interpret on 
condition as "subject to failure at any time". 
· In cooperation with manufacturers, perhaps 
through the agency of HAI, operators should 
establish a system of trend monitoring that will 
provide a data base to help manufacturers provide 
more realistic TBO intervals and requirements for 
component change. 



· As a companion measure, operators in cooperation 
with HAI and FAA should institute a regular survey, 
using a standardized terminology, to obtain statistical 
information on the operating performance of the 
fleet. The survey should be simple, easy to complete, 
and limited in detail to subjects of common interest 
to all or most operators. The MMIR program now in 
place should be modified to correlate with the survey 
data. 

HELIPORTS 

The increasing restrictions on helicopter operations and 
landing sites have reduced the number of heliports 
available to corporate and private operators. To sustain 
their operations corporations have been forced to build 
their own private facilities, and heliport construction has 
become a major expense for these firms. 

These expenses, already large, are becoming greater 
because of public resistance and government 
bureaucratic delays. In some instances, Federal and state 
agencies seem to have adopted an adversarial position 
with regard to corporate and private plans to build 
heliports, even those that are intended to be public-use 
facilities. 

To ease the burden of heliport development now 
being borne by corporate sponsors, the provisions of the 
Airport Improvement Program should be revised to 
allow greater freedom for FAA and private corporations 
to collaborate in funding new public-use helicopter 
facilities. 

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE 

Growing public opposition to helicopter activity is 
making it more difficult, and more expensive, to operate 
helicopters-not just for corporate and private operators 
but for all the helicopter transportation industry. A 
public relations and public information program should 
be instituted by the industry and FAA to acquaint the 
public with the positive aspects of helicopter 
aviation-the safety record, lifesaving events, public 
service, and community benefits. 

The Fly Neighborly program, while laudable in its 
goals, has not yet received the full support of the 
industry. For every pilot who is helping the effort, there 
is a new one who is not. 
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Manufacturers should be urged to continue and 
increase these efforts to develop quieter helicopters. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

There is an urgent need for improved civil helicopter 
technology. The present fleet is made up largely of older 
helicopters that are becoming more costly to operate 
and maintain. While these vehicles will eventually be 
replaced, the pace is slow given the rising acquisition 
costs, life-cycle costs, and cost of capital. 

The new helicopters now offered by manufacturers 
are still largely derivatives of military versions that are 
not well suited to civil requirements. With the decline in 
military helicopter R&D, civil operators are facing a 
technology dilemma. The new helicopters on the civil 
market are more expensive, but unless they are sold 
manufacturers will not have the funds to develop new 
models tailored to civil needs and they will have to pass 
the R&D costs along to their customers in the form of 
still higher prices. The development of new technology 
may become stifled. 

What is needed is a joint government-industry 
program that, through subsidies and incentives, will 
promote and foster civil helicopter R&D. 

FUTURE TRAINING NEEDS 

Civil helicopter aviation is facing a need for trained and 
experienced pilots and mechanics. The military services 
have been the traditional source, but the armed services 
are being scaled back, and this pipeline may no longer 
be sufficient. The civil sector will have to assume the 
responsibility and cost of training the personnel needed. 

At the same time the operating environment is 
becoming more sophisticated and demanding. Corporate 
and private operators are incurring increased cost for 
initial and recurrent training programs. The advent of 
new technology now, and more so in the future, will add 
to these costs. Pilots must master new, more high-tech 
vehicles and equipment. Maintenance technicians will 
need skills to care for engines, electronics, and 
nontraditional structural materials. 

Manufacturers, operators, FAA, and training schools 
will have to band together in developing new programs 
and methods to meet the need for technical personnel in 
the coming century. 
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PUBLIC SERVICE OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders 
Robert D. Taylor 
California Highway Patrol (ret.) 

OPERATING COSTS 

Manufacturer Cost Estimates 

Aaron Largent 
Allison Gas Turbine 

Direct operating cost estimates from manufacturers have 
been understated in some cases. For the most part they 
have been found to be overly optimistic and fail to take 
into account varying operating environments. 

Recommendation 
Manufacturers should be encouraged to provide direct 
operating cost projections based on the anticipated 
operating environment. 

Discussion 
Manufacturers should base direct operating cost 
estimates on the anticipated mission environment rather 
than a generic best case or average scenario. Terrain and 
mission have a major influence on expected operating 
costs. For example, operations in the desert, areas of 
high temperature, high elevation, salt air, or other 
adverse conditions, coupled with the demanding missions 
frequently conducted by public service operators should 
be taken into consideration when calculating direct 
operating cost (DOC). 

Failing to provide representative data frequently 
results in loss of credibility, arguments, user 
disappointment, and ultimately the perception that 
information provided by the manufacturer is overly 
optimistic or at least suspect. This information is critical 
when calculating costs for the purchase and maintenance 
of aircraft. Ultimately, manufacturer credibility is eroded, 
particularly among government officials responsible for 
authorization and budget approval. 

Data on the expected life of components could be 
gathered by incorporating a mission profile statement 
into the failure reporting forms currently being used. 
Public service operators would be willing to work with 
manufacturers in collecting the required data. 

Calculation of DOC 

The industry has no uniform method for calculating 
DOC. 

Recommendation 
Standardize the industry DOC guidelines. 

Discussion 
The industry does not appear to differentiate between 
collective or engine time when expressing use time for 
components. This frequently leads to confusion about 
the cost of operations. Reported operating time can vary 
by 15-20 percent depending on how the log of hours is 
kept. 

Calculations should either be reported in a 
standardized way or perhaps figured on the basis of both 
collective and engine time when estimating component 
life. 

A reporting format useful to operators should 
include a table or graph showing costs at a variety of 
operating conditions. These include operating 
environment, type of mission, and cycle accumulation 
per hour. 

Reporting Operating Time 

The reporting of operating time is not standardized. 

Recommendation 
Standardize the method for reporting time on 
components. 

Discussion 
This recommendation is closely related to the previous 
recommendation on standardizing industry DOC 
guidelines. By standardizing the method of reporting, the 
accounting for depreciation would be simplified. 

Service Bulletins 

Service bulletins sometimes cause excessive downtime 
and expense. 

Recommendation 
Manufacturers should tighten up their internal review 
process to ensure there is a real need for each service 
bulletin and that the logistics for making modifications 
are in place. 

Discussion 
There have been instances where a bulletin was issued 
and complied with only to have the manufacturer amend 
it to include additional requirements later. This causes 
extra downtime and expense. 

Insurance 

Insurance rates for safe operators are driven up by 
unsafe operators. 



Recommendation 
Insurance brokers should collect more actuarial data on 
helicopter operations to establish different rates based 
on safety records. 

Discussion 
There is a concern among operators that the insurance 
industry pools all expense claims for similar operations 
and calculates one rate for all. There is also a concern 
that the insurers do not monitor all accidents and 
incidents, only those that result in a claim for payment. 
An actuarial system of the sort recommended would 
allow insurers to identify operators with a number of 
mishaps who are likely will have a large claim in the 
future and thus drive up costs for all operators. 

BUDGET AND PLANNING 

Total Cost 

There is no economic model available for use by the 
public service sector to calculate total cost. 

Recommendation 
Under the leadership of HAI and the Airborne Law 
Enforcement Association (ALEA) develop an economic 
model for use by the public service sector. 

Discussion 
With the availability of funding for public service 
helicopters becoming more critical, the need for accurate 
cost information gains new importance. Budgeting for 
additional or replacement aircraft and maintaining 
existing aircraft increases the need for accurate 
information on which to base budget estimates. 
Improved estimates of total cost are essential for realistic 
and accurate management of funds. 

A standard DOC methodology is not any closer than 
it was twenty years ago. The HAI "Guide for the 
Presentation of Helicopter Cost Estimates" (yellow 
book) was published almost five years ago, yet questions 
and differences in methodology persist. 

Maintenance Personnel Requirements 

Requirements for the number of helicopter maintenance 
personnel based on the type of aircraft being used is not 
available. 

Recommendation 
HAI should publish maintenance support requirements 
for the various types of aircraft in use by the industry. 
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Discussion 
This matter is critical to forecasting the number of 
support personnel necessary when either acquiring new 
aircraft or establishing maintenance operations for 
existing aircraft. 

Other Issues 

There were several other matters discussed by the public 
service operators group. These items were not resolved 
or specified as action items, but they should be 
considered when developing an economic model. 

1) Public agencies sometimes receive payment for 
services rendered. Some departments keep the 
revenue for equipment and maintenance while others 
direct revenue to the general operating fund of their 
local government. 

2) The rules for depreciating helicopters for budget 
planning vary among agencies. There are no 
guidelines for the time period over which a 
helicopter should be depreciated. 

3) Manufacturers should define the useful life of 
helicopters in different operating environments. 

4) The need for a public service sector economic model 
is great enough that HAI and ALEA should combine 
resources to develop one. 

REGULATION 

Foreign Pilots 

An increased number of pilot trainees who do not speak 
English are entering flight schools. There is concern that 
students who do not speak English adequately will not 
be able to fly safely in a congested environment where 
clear communication is essential. 

Recommendation 
FAA should establish procedures to verify the ability of 
pilot trainees to speak, read, and write English before 
permitting them to make training flights. 

Discussion 
Hazards are increasing, particularly in southern 
California, where a number of pilot trainees do not 
speak English. The rush for students by training schools 
appears to have brought about a general relaxation of 
the requirement for familiarity with English. 
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Adequacy of Required Flying Time 

The flight hours required for both helicopter pilot and 
Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) certification do not 
appear to be adequate in the current operating 
environment. 

Recommendation 
FAA should consider increasing the number of hours 
required for certification as a helicopter pilot or as a 
flight instructor. 

Discussion 
The students coming out of civilian flight training, where 
they have earned either helicopter pilot certificates or 
CFI ratings, do not measure up to the standards 
appropriate for the industry. Additional training is 
necessary to meet minimum acceptability. 

Bogus Parts 

The problem of bogus parts continues to be a concern to 
helicopter operators. 

Recommendation 
HAI, FAA, and manufacturers should combine forces to 
end the problem of bogus parts on the market. This 
action should include criminal and civil prosecution of 
firms that allow such parts to enter the inventory. 

Discussion 
The availability of bogus parts and relative ease with 
which they appear to enter the supply system has been 
of concern for several years. The initial response was 
simply to place the responsibility on the mechanic or 
supply room. The sophistication of markings and product 
appearance now make this approach no longer practical. 
Efforts must be made to identify the source of the bogus 
parts-both the manufacturer and the distributor. 

The bogus parts issue is not about qualifying alternate 
suppliers to compete with original equipment 
manufacturers. The issue is suppliers that go to the 
trouble to forge a manufacturer's part number or logo 
on a box or part and pass them off as authentic. Bogus 
parts are a serious problem, probably bigger than anyone 
realizes. 

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE AND SAFE1Y 

Low Flying and Noise 

Pilot trainees from civilian flight schools in southern 
California continue to generate complaints from the 
public about low flying and failure to comply with the 
HAI "Fly Neighborly" program. 

Recommendation 
HAI should work more closely with flight training 
schools on implementation and acceptance of the "Fly 
Neighborly" program. 

Discussion 
Although this problem may be peculiar to southern 
California where the airspace is crowded and densely 
populated areas are common, the importance of 
stimulating adherence to the "Fly Neighborly" program 
among pilot trainees seems essential. Continued 
operation of helicopters in the congested areas of the 
country may well depend on the public acceptance of 
rotary wing aircraft as being both safe and nonintrusive 
to the quality of life. Given the number of pilot trainees 
and training schools in southern California, special 
emphasis on the "Fly Neighborly" in this region is 
critical. 

Helicopter Noise 

Helicopter noise is a growing national problem. 

Reco111me11datio11 
FAA should allow helicopters to operate at higher 
altitudes when approaching an airport. 

Discussion 
Requests have been made in Hawaii and Alaska to 
increase helicopter operating altitudes on approach to 
those of fixed-wing aircraft. Helicopters everywhere 
should be permitted to maintain altitude when 
approaching an airport and descend quickly upon arrival. 

Instruction on this procedure should be part of air 
traffic controller training. 

Heliports 

Heliports for public service use are lacking throughout 
the country. 

Recom111e11datio11 
Modify the public service exclusions of the Airport 
Improvement Program (AIP) to allow FAA funding of 
public service heliports. 

Discussion 
If rotary wing aircraft are to achieve full acceptance for 
operation in congested and built-up areas, there must be 
enough heliports available to support the use of these 
aircraft. The need is just as essential for the public 
service agencies as it is for private and commercial 
operators. Public service heliports should not be 
excluded from AIP funding. 
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This is not an academic paper in the usual sense for several reasons. One is that academic papers on economics 
usually rely on analysis of a great deal of information, including a lot of numbers, and such information has been hard 
to come by in the helicopter operating industry. The most important reason, however, is that my work in the industry 
has concentrated on education rather than research. Though I have been involved in several attempts to get practical 
research under way in the industry, my main effort has been in teaching-informing the pilots, mechanics and other 
technically trained people who make the industry go, about some basic business techniques and principles that would 
help them understand and solve the financial, marketing, and human resource matters that face every business. 

But research was required just to determine what should be taught, and twenty-three years of this work has 
involved a fair amount of applied research in the form of reasoning with, visiting and hangar-flying with the nearly 
500 operators who have attended HAI educational courses. The result has been a lot of observation and 
communication and the forming of some opinions and conclusions. This paper is an attempt to share observations 
which might help illuminate the economic circumstances and characteristics of the industry. 

It will concentrate on two topics, the state of economic information and the state of economic education during 
three phases of industry history: (1) what I now see as part of the early years of the industry, 1%9 to 1974-5, (2) the 
"boom" years of 1974-5 through 1980, and (3) the industry shake-out, reorganization and down-sizing following the 
energy "bust" in 1980-81 and continuing to the present. 

BACKGROUND 

The first HAI Operator Management Course (OMC) took place in 1970, in a motel about seventeen miles south of 
San Francisco. U.S. and Canadian owner-operators and their wives made up about 70 percent of the class, most of 
the rest were from Australia and other southwest Pacific locations, but the financial officer of Bristow was also in 
attendance. The faculty consisted of Peter Gibbs and myself. The subject content was about 70 percent financial 
management because the major concern of the operators seemed to be to learn enough of that subject to understand 
their accountants and argue on equal terms with their bankers. 

This was the third course of this type we had presented. The first was designed and presented for Wiggins 
Aviation, a fixed base operator in Norwood, Massachusetts in the late 1960s. A Canadian operator, John Bogie of 
Ottawa, visited the course and recommended it to the Air Transport Association of Canada. As a result, we visited 
several Canadian operators to determine their needs, then designed and twice presented an ATAC-sponsored course 
in Ottawa. The students represented the largest group of AT AC members-small operators who did most of their 
flying in the bush. 

The ATAC chairman at the time was also the elected head of HAI, then called the Helicopter Association of 
America. After being briefed on the course and observing a session, he decided that "helicopter operators need this 
more than anybody". So, we were soon visiting U.S. helicopter operators to determine their needs and then scheduling 
the first course, which has been followed by twenty-one more on an annual basis. 

In the late 1970s we also researched, designed, and twice presented a course for the Alaska Air Carriers 
Association and presented five offerings of a course designed for NATA, the National Air Transport Association. 

In the early 1980s, a course was designed for European operators and offered five times, starting in 1981. 
In all these courses the approach has been the same: (1) visit operators to determine their educational needs, (2) 

find one typical operator who will provide actual numbers and problems for use in class, (3) find successful industry 
managers willing to serve. as teachers, and ( 4) combine all this with a core of experienced professional teachers who 
can provide basic introduction to business topics and illustrate their application to current industry problems. 
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A policy of keeping the course current with the industry has resulted in continuous contact with operators, and 
frequent revision of course materials. As a result, faculty are kept aware of industry developments and trends. 

ECONOMIC INFORMATION IN THE HELICOPTER OPERATING INDUSTRY, THE 1970S 

Operating Cost Statistics 

In the first HAI Operator Management Course (OMC) in 1970 the common approach of measuring company 
effectiveness by comparing company operating and financial ratios with industry ratios was prevented by the fact that 
no industry ratios had ever been calculated and published. At that time, the helicopter operating industry (HOI) was 
one of the few which had not seen the value of this and caused its association to gather and publish such information. 

The OMC faculty made do with numbers supplied by several class members, and later forwarded a request to the 
board of directors that the association allow them to survey operators and compile industry ratios. The reply was 
negative. No specific reason was given. 

This request was repeated in the late 1970s because operators attending the course wanted such information once 
they learned of its usefulness. The response was again negative. 

As a result, the faculty collected what industry cost information it could from individual operators who were willing 
to share their own data in return for access to a sample of other companies' data. Some data were also made 
available, in confidence, from industry lenders. While this was a start and useful in the course, it did not benefit the 
industry in general. 

The lack of such information meant there was no practicable way to document industry profitability by company 
or in the aggregate. More important, perhaps, there were no industry norms available to tell the new and/or small 
operator what cost structure to expect and how prices had to relate to costs if the company were to survive. 

Direct Operating Costs 

As in most executive programs, the OMC faculty learned at least as much from the students as vice versa. One 
startling example was the difference in helicopter DOCs as compared to the example most often taught in business 
schools; manufacturing company cost of goods sold. 

In the manufacturing environment a great deal of engineering and organizational knowledge and talent is devoted 
to standardizing the process and controlling it closely in order to achieve consistency in output quality and cost per 
unit. once the desired state is achieved, it is often possible to control, and therefor forecast, the cost per unit in 
hundredths or even thousandths of cents. 

As the reader undoubtedly knows, the direct cost of one hour of flight, the common unit of production in 
helicopter operations, can vary wildly because of a number of factors outside the operator's control. 

Weather, altitude, type of work, pilot skill and attitude, FAA and manufacturer decisions-all are examples of 
factors which have a direct and strong impact on hourly costs. 

One outstanding example was the cost of insurance. Because it was an aircraft, the helicopter was lumped in with 
the rest of the aviation industry. As a result, airline accidents had a direct impact on helicopter rates-no matter the 
accident and loss rate of the industry or given company. 

Manufacturer-published estimates of operating costs were a special irritant. Engineers derived them the best way 
they could, operating the equipment under controlled conditions. But these conditions could not possibly approximate 
all the varying conditions operators faced and usually were badly understated. 

This contributed to underpricing by many operators and a great many well-publicized complaints aimed at the 
manufacturers. 

A related complaint stemmed from "non-scheduled" maintenance; expense caused by equipment requiring 
maintenance before the manufacturer-estimated number of hours. At one time an operator survey named this as the 
most serious financial problem of the industry. 

These manufacturer-connected items resulted in one HAI Chairman, at the annual meeting, warning a large 
audience that small operators should never buy new models of aircraft but wait until large operators had enough 
experience with then for their cost characteristics to be known. 

A wild card surfaced in the late 1970s inflation. With energy-search demand already pushing up costs of all 
helicopter-related equipment and services, the advent of historically high inflation compounded cost problems, 
especially in fuel and money. 
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Operators had to renegotiate contracts to pass rising fuel costs on to customers, and when the "prime rate" jumped 
6 percentage points in six months one operator, who had just borrowed heavily at a "floating" rate, suffered an 
operating loss due to a near doubling of interest expense. 

The appearance of "floating" interest rates added a new variable cost to industry economics-one over which 
operators had absolutely no control and which strongly affected their ability to finance equipment. 

All this made it very difficult to estimate direct operating costs accurately until an individual or company 
accumulated enough experience to derive their own costs. So, lack of organized information on the economics of 
operating helicopters was a handicap to individual companies and the industry as a whole. 

As a result the operators and manufacturers initiated, in the late 1970s, an effort to at least define operating costs 
and causes to the satisfaction of all. 

More on this later, after a look at the general state of economic knowledge in the industry of the 1970s. 

ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE HELICOPTER OPERATING INDUSTRY, THE 1970s 

In the early 1970s the HOI was still a young industry and its association even younger. Two or three large companies 
were doing well but the large number of small companies seemed to be plagued with all the problems of other small 
businesses plus a few of their own. 

Most U.S. and Canadian helicopter operators were military-trained pilots and mechanics with WW II, Korean, or 
Vietnam experience. They started their own companies because they wanted to stay in aviation and run their own 
show. 

Most had entered service right out of high school, or earlier, and had no formal civilian education beyond that. 
Most also had little or no business experience between leaving military life and starting their own company. As a 
result, while intelligent and resourceful, they had neither the benefits nor disadvantages of prior business experience 
or education. 

This surfaced in class in a number of ways. Some students did not recognize terms such as CPA and MBA. 
Halfway through my first explanation of "breakeven" analysis it became clear that a large portion of the class had 
either never heard the term or had not had it explained to them. 

Inquiry during the following class break brought the comment from one experienced operator that he had never 
heard the terms used and didn't know what the h--- I had been talking about. When pressed that he surely had 
figured out what level of operations had to be reached before his company became profitable, he quickly confirmed 
that each ship had to fly an average of 600 hours a year to "break that nut" of costs which had to be paid even if no 
revenue hours were flown. 

Other such examples demonstrated that while most operators had come to realize that some costs behaved 
differently from others ( direct and indirect, variable and fixed), many were unsure how to measure the two or use 
that information effectively. They were simply unaware of basic terminology and techniques in general use in business. 

So a primary function of OMC became familiarization with fundamental business terminology and techniques. It 
became a great satisfaction to the faculty to meat OMC graduates at the annual convention and hear how they were 
now recognizing and solving problems which formerly frustrated them. 

This lack of basic business knowledge came out in a number of ways. When asked how they knew they had had 
a good year, most replied that, if they had a comfortable cash balance at the bank and no large bills outstanding, it 
had been a good year. The state of net worth from one year to the next was an accounting abstraction to most. 

If asked how they would determine company value, most indicated what they would have left after selling all 
equipment and paying all debts would be what the company was worth. Most recognized the company had value as 
a going concern but saw no way to effectively calculate it or support it as a selling price. 

Asked to calculate the rate of return on their investment in the business, most were stumped. They thought of the 
company as a way to earn a good living, not to build wealth which could be sold to create an estate. The difference 
between earning a salary as owner-manager and earning a return on invested capital represented by owner's equity 
was not part of their thinking. 

Such examples illustrate why many operators started up and quickly failed. One young pilot had started two 
companies and quickly gone bankrupt before he attended the OMC and got "business religion", as he phrased it. His 
next attempt survived at least four years, at which point contact was lost. 

They also illustrate why "that S.O.B. across the field" seemed to be the primary economic villain of the industry. 
Nearly every operator who attended OMC assured us that he/she knew their costs and used them to set prices 
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intelligently, but how could they compete with that stupid character "across the field" who obviously didn't know his 
costs because he was underpricing? Sure, held go broke when the first overhaul came due, but how were others to 
survive if he ruined the market? 

Many did survive, of course, and became very knowledgeable business people in the process, but the "guy across 
the field" represented several industry characteristics of the time and a problem that we may still have. 

There were plenty of pilots who thought they could get rich selling time at rates that did not include such real but 
intangible costs as depreciation and nonscheduled maintenance. Furthermore, aircraft were available to these people. 
There was evidently no barrier to entry into the industry that prevented such operations from getting started. 

The oil embargo of 1973 changed all this temporarily. Suddenly, anyone who owned a helicopter could get a 
cost-plus contract to support energy exploration or production. But the resulting demand for aircraft and the inflation 
generated by the oil "shortage" sent prices for aircraft and related equipment soaring. Operators were able to pyramid 
small companies into larger ones by borrowing against the increased value of owned equipment to buy more and 
generate higher sales. 

Company economics suddenly looked better. But within a year or two price increases in parts, fuel, and new 
aircraft once again made cost recording and control a matter of concern. 

These and other problems sparked the previously mentioned move in the late 1970s to define helicopter operating 
costs. This resulted in a joint operator-manufacturer committee which produced the first "Guide for the Presentation 
of Helicopter Operating Cost Estimates". 

Another notable effort was the documentation, by Evergreen Helicopters, of the annual cost of parts and 
components for all the types in their fleet. This clearly revealed the inflationary trend and provided good data for 
estimating next year's costs. This was shared with the industry through HAI. 

These were two of the initiatives which became features of increased economic sophistication in the 1980s. 

PROGRESS IN THE 1980s 

Impetus For Change 

The big event of the decade was the oil-glut of 1980-81. Approximately 70 percent of industry flight hours were 
connected to energy search and production. As this fell drastically so did the income of helicopter operators in 
general. The annual sales of one large operator fell more than 75 percent over a three-year period. 

The result was cataclysmic. In 1980 approximately 31 companies were working the offshore market in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Within two years bankruptcy and consolidation reduced that to eight. It now seems to have stabilized at about 
six. 

Manufacturers also suffered as orders were cancelled and used aircraft flooded the market. A general economic 
recession spread the impact throughout the industry. 

This, then, was the inevitable shake-out following the boom years of the late 1970s. It resulted in the exit of many 
helicopter operating companies and hard times for the manufacturers. 

But some of these companies perhaps need not have been driven out of business. Companies that lost over 50 
percent of their sales were able to adjust and survive. At the 1981 annual meeting in New Orleans one survivor 
confided to me that two of his classmates had failed to come out of chapter 11 only because they were incapable of 
forecasting and managing their cash flow. 

So the burst of prosperity may have submerged the problems of information and education temporarily rather than 
eliminating them. 

As it happens, the event spurred existing and new efforts to find ways of reducing operating costs, measuring them 
accurately, and finding new markets and reviving old ones. 

Search For Information 

The HAI Economics Committee continued the effort to define all costs, bringing out a much-improved version of 
the "Guide for Operating Cost Estimates" in 1987. At this time I understand an even newer version is in the works. 

The Committee, chaired by Brandon Battles of Bell Helicopter, also recommended and the board approved, a 
project to develop and publish industry ratios. The very interesting results were announced at the 1991 annual meeting 
and will probably be followed by another survey intended to include a larger number of operators. 
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The Committee also supported a survey of the ways in which U.S. operators record and use direct operating costs. 
The results are being processed as this is written. 

Manufacturers have supported these efforts and are pursuing their own programs to identify and control operating 
costs. 

Bell Helicopter, in the person of Brandon Battles, has examined operator records for many hours to determine 
the costs of flying Bell aircraft. The results can be of considerable value to operators. They have been presented in 
the Operator Management Course and will be used there in the future. Brandon is now trying to get his arms around 
an even more ambitious project-measuring the direct operating costs of different Bell aircraft in different applications 
and environments. 

At McDonnell Douglas, Bob Devin has involved operators in minimizing operating cost through better design. This 
is a salutary approach which we can hope other manufacturers will emulate. 

So, while the collection and dissemination of HOI operating cost data is not yet sufficient, a good start has been 
made. Most important, industry leaders have demonstrated the intent to remedy the lack of useful information 
regarding industry economics. 

Will operators be capable of making use of this information to increase operating effectiveness and profitability? 

Economic Education 

Indications here are promising. After the industry collapse there was a near-disappearance of operators who could 
afford to attend the OMC or even attend the annual meeting. From 1983 on, however, there has been a gradual 
increase in attendance and a surprising number of company owners new to the field. 

They differ from the old breed in that they view the industry primarily as a business opportunity. They are affected 
by the same glamour that has always attracted people to aviation, but their primary purpose is to operate a successful 
business. 

Most of them have had significant business experience prior to entering the helicopter industry. So they are not 
handicapped by lack of basic business knowledge. Some have been so successful in previous businesses that they have 
no trouble in raising the capital needed to enter the helicopter world. 

Here, I suspect a change that I can not document. The cost of entering the industry may now be preventing the 
"guy across the field" type from starting an operation. The glut of used aircraft for sale which followed the energy bust 
has evidently been absorbed. It now seems less likely that aircraft can be leased or bought easily enough to allow 
anyone without considerable financial backing to enter the industry. 

Of course, manufacturers are in business to make and sell aircraft and will always push to expand sales. The capital 
investment they make in today's aircraft should, however, encourage caution in leasing or selling to operators of 
questionable capability and financial strength. 

Perhaps, too, current and future tax law will make it less attractive for "hobby" owners to lease aircraft to operators 
or would-be operators of questionable ability. 

HAI attempts to provide education to operators have also increased. A special course for managers on the 
maintenance function is now well-accepted, and the OMC has been augmented by advanced seminars in topics such 
as lease-or-buy analysis. 

All in all, the outlook for improved economic understanding within the industry seems favorable. 
If it were valid to generalize from two specific examples you might consider these. Remember the young pilot who, 

in the 1970s, went bankrupt twice before seeking some answers in education? Well, this year another young pilot 
attended the OMC and after graduation informed the faculty that the course had been a very big expense for him, 
but it had been worth it because "I've been in business a year and a half, and this year I thought I had broken even, 
but you guys have proved to me that I didn't. So, at least the current generation is looking for help before they go 
broke! 

SUMMARY 

In the early 1970s, a still-young industry of small companies was having a tough time economically. Many company 
owners and managers knew the industry technology but not the basic business skills needed to survive in a competitive 
business. Nor did they have access to industry economic information which would have provided some guidance. 

The situation eased after the 1973 oil embargo due to a vast expansion of the search for oil and other forms of 
energy. Anyone who could get an aircraft could get a contract, often on a cost-plus basis. Companies could finance 
expansion by borrowing against the fast-inflating equity in aircraft, and many did so. The same inflation prompted 
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some industry leaders to initiate action to define operating costs and control their rate of increase. 
This ended when the oil supply exceeded demand in 1980-81 and many companies were forced out of business. 

Some might have survived had management been more skilled in business techniques and had access to industry 
economic information. 

Since that time there has been a gradual recovery, an influx of new operators with business experience, and 
increased activity by HAI and individual industry leaders both to generate useful economic information and increase 
access to economic knowledge needed by operators. The industry has made a good start on improving the quality and 
quantity of economic information about the industry and the economic knowledge needed to make use of it. 

THE HELICOYfER INDUSTRY vs. DIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

Robert K. Spear 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

INTRODUCTION 

The usefulness of cost information in manufacturing firms is widely documented. Without complete and accurate 
information a company cannot adequately plan, control, measure, or evaluate its performance. In a tight fiscal 
environment a company without good cost data will not survive over the long run. 

During the last half of the 1970s and before the decline of oil prices and a resulting decrease in exploration 
activities, the helicopter industry was flying high with its operating income in a very positive position and cash flow 
looking very good. The helicopter companies had an overabundance of work, charging and receiving high fees. 
Companies were not concerned with their operating expenses as the revenues adequately covered the operating costs. 

With OPEC's decrease in oil prices and the drastic reduction in oil exploration, many helicopter companies found 
themselves with fewer flying contracts and little revenue, yet still with costs to cover. When a job did become 
available, operators would compete for the opportunity to fly it. Unfortunately, many of the competing firms mispriced 
the bid because they did not know the true costs of flying the helicopters. Some of these companies still do not know 
their direct of indirect costs. The result has been that many have since been forced out of business. 

According to David Smith, President, MBB Helicopter Company, "Understanding, measuring and expressing 
operating costs is the most important subject in the long-term survivability of our industry." Unfortunately his 
statement is too true. Most helicopter firms are living on a day-to-day survival budget. Short-run survivability is the 
name of the game. The concept of "low-balling" a bid price and winning contracts does not equate to future existence 
if operating expenses continue to exceed revenues. 

COSTS 

All helicopter flight operating costs can be grouped into either direct or indirect operating costs. Caution must be 
noted because direct operating cost (DOC) is not the same thing as a direct cost to an accountant. A distinction is 
necessary in order to avoid confusion. Direct operating costs are those costs which can be specifically associated with 
operation of the helicopter. 

Indirect costs are all those other costs necessary to run the business. Unfortunately, at times one cost may be a 
direct cost while at another time it may be an indirect cost. The identification of the type of cost will depend upon 
the circumstance and not whether it is a fixed or variable cost (explained later). 

INDIRECT COSTS 

Indirect costs are sometimes referred to as overhead. Their estimation is extremely important and necessary when 
pricing a contract because rarely will an operation be conducted without it absorbing some overhead costs. In other 
words, every contract should include part of the total overhead. There is no other way to cover overhead except 
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through operations. As used in the helicopter industry, these costs usually consist of (1) facilities (including offshore 
fuel, radio network, base vehicles, hangars, etc.), (2) non-direct personnel costs (clerks, supervision, etc.), (3) shop 
overhead, (4) administrative, accounting, legal costs, etc., (5) marketing and advertising, and (6) management costs. 

In small operations the burden of overhead can be very low, often as small as 5 to 10 percent of total labor and 
materials. In larger operations the overhead increases to 20 to 25 percent. The proper identification of overhead costs 
and application of these costs to each job/helicopter can make the difference between whether it would be cost
effective to fly a job at a certain price or not. 

DIRECT COSTS 

Estimates of the direct costs of operating a helicopter can be categorized into two groups: (1) those items for which 
the manufacturer supplies information, and (2) those for which the operator supplies information. The manufacturer
supplied costs will be unique to the type aircraft being utilized. The operator-supplied costs will be unique to aircraft 
utilized, service provided, and other variations such as climate and other environmental conditions. 

Manufacturer-supplied direct cost estimates have improved greatly in the past years with steps having been taken 
to standardize the formats used in presenting the costs and to increase visibilily of lhe criteria and methods used in 
the estimation process. These costs are in two areas (1) fuel and lubricants, and (2) direct maintenance-including 
labor and parts. Generally, these costs are available to the owner-operator who must use lhcm in conjunction with 
his own supplied information to plan for services his company will provide. 

The operator-supplied direct costs have typically not been available in the small helicopter service company. The 
small company owner doesn't know his operating costs or doesn't know how to apply them to a service costing 
situation. Operator-supplied cost information generally consists of ( ) crew costs (salary, employee benefits, travel 
and per diem, recruitment, payroll taxes, etc.), (2) insurance costs (hull, public liability and property damage, 
passenger liability, etc.), (3) depreciation, ( 4) maintenance, and ( 5) interest and finance expenses. 

FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS 

Two very distinct and important categories of costs are considerations in estimating and using operating costs. These 
categories are known as variable costs and fixed costs. They are relevant Lo both indi.rect and di.rect operating costs. 
DOC fixed costs are those costs whose total dollar value in a given period do not vary in proportion to the amount 
of some specified base-usually flight hours accumulated. Examples include insurance, crew costs, and depreciation. 
The fixed costs vary greatly when computed on a per-hour basis. These costs are generally operator-supplied and vary 
widely from one operator lo the next. · 

DOC variable costs are those costs whose total dollar value in a given period vary in proportion to the flight hours 
accumulated. Generally, this covers maintenance and fuel. The variable costs vary little on a per-hour basis from one 
operator to another in the same geographic area and under the same operating conditions. These costs are normally 
manufacturer-supplied. 

MANAGEMENT CONTROL 

A helicopter company is in business to provide a service al a reasonable price and receive an acceptable return on 
its investment. Management control, i.e., the process by which manager assure that resources are obtained and used 
effectively in the accomplishment of the organization's objectives, requires good cost data to assure success in meeting 
the company's goals. Normally managemenl control is seen as a four-step process: planning control, measurement, 
and evaluation. Each step uses operating cost data to meet its objective. 

Step one is planning. It encompasses the goals and objectives of the organization-short-run as well as long-run. 
An example is a budget. A budget can cover a period of time (long-range or short-range) or a specific event 
(conlract). As a minimum a one-year fiscal budget should be prepared based on the objectives of the company. The 
budget will provide an estimate of expected revenues and expenses based on management's best estimate of the 
services to be provided. The budget should be a "flexible" budget which is based on categorizing costs as to fixed 
versus variable. The budget can be adjusted as the time period elapses to keep pace with changing economic 
conditions. However, the relationship between fixed and variable costs and direct versus indirect costs must be known. 

Step two-control-is vital to maintain accountability and profitability. Keeping track of costs will be vital for up-to
date information and comparability of actual to estimated results. 
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Information needs to be reported properly and in a timely manner to be useful. Use of a detailed chart of accounts 
detailing operating costs as direct or indirect will be helpful for reporting and evaluating later. 

Step three-measurement-entails the proper generation of information which will be useful in the evaluation 
process. It requires the identification, collection, and proper recording of cost data. Thus, knowing what direct and 
indirect operating cost data are and how they relate to one another is important. 

Step four-evaluation-requires comparison between the budget and actual costs on a time or contract basis. This 
will provide information as to variations above or below expectations. Knowing the true costs in relation to the 
budgeted costs allows management to modify future contracts, change prices, cut costs, pursue additional contracts, 
etc. This step cannot be delayed until the end of the year. It must be done continuously, otherwise the original goals 
and objectives may never be accomplished, nor can events be changed after they are initiated without costly 
consequences. 

REPORTING 

The use of cost data is essential for the computation of company profitability. The typical income statement consists 
of: 

Revenues - Expenses = Net Income 

This can be recast into an income statement showing both types of expenses: 

Revenues - Operating Expenses (Direct and Indirect) = Gross Profit 

Gross Profit - Other Expenses = Net Income 

From an investor standpoint this income statement will provide invaluable information about the company's ability 
to generate a gross profit from its normal operations. 

Another kind of income statement is one that classifies costs as variable or fixed: 

Revenues - Variable Costs = Contribution Margin 

Contribution Margin - Fixed Costs = Net Income 

From an internal standpoint this income statement will provide valuable information on the company's ability to 
meet its projections,ascertain whether its pricing structure is correct, or whether its costs are too high/too low to meet 
its profit goal. 

Using variable and fixed cost data allows the management to calculate its breakeven point-that point at which its 
revenue is exactly offset by its costs: 

Revenue = Variable Costs + Fixed Cost 
or: 

Revenue = Variable Costs - Fixed Cost = 0 

The breakeven point (BE) can be computed on a time basis (year) or on a contract basis. 

FC 
BE= 

(Revenues - VC) 

Revenues 

Using this information and expected (budgeted) costs, management can change the components of the 
equation-cost, volume, and profits-and play a "what-if' game that essentially asks how a result will be changed if 
the original predicted (budgeted) values are not achieved. Further, with the numerous contingencies in the helicopter 
industry, such as unexpected maintenance repairs, it is wise to include a margin of safety in calculating costs, volume, 
and profit and comparing them to established goals. 
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CONCLUSION 

Timely and accurate measurement, collection, and evaluation of cost data are essential for the survivability of the 
helicopter industry. Operating costs must be accurately determined and can be an important element in the 
management control system of planning, control, measurement, and evaluation. The old adage "We'll make up for 
the decrease in profits by flying more hours" is not valid (and never was) if you don't know your costs. The benefits 
to the entire helicopter industry through better cost awareness are as significant as the danger of treating costs, and 
cost estimates, lightly. We don't fly into a thunderstorm, neither should we operate without knowing our true costs. 

ASSET MANAGEMENT: THE FIRST STOP IN FINANCING A CORPORATION 

Richard Blakeley 
Smith-Barney 

PREFACE 

The owner of an air transportation company has many financial issues to keep a pulse on: 
Cash reserves needed, 
Amount of debt maintained, 
Return on assets, 
How to attract lenders, 
How to attract capital. 

Unfortunately, many small to medium companies try to address the "how-to" issues before they address the cash 
flow issues. To address the issues from a different view, I wish to have the owner-operator step back and look at the 
business first from an organizational standpoint before addressing operations. 

Many times in a smaller corporation the owner/president fills many positions in the organizational chart. The 
owner is the financial expert, flight operations manager, director of maintenance, and custodian. But the smaller the 
organization, the more important it becomes to have the right procedures in place to keep the company going when 
multiple tasks are to be accomplished. 

THE FINANCIAL AND LEGAL TEAM 

Many corporations have little idea of what their cash flow needs will be over the next ninety days, let alone having 
laid out their cash flow needs for the coming twelve months. How many businesses have looked at last year's budget 
and compared it to last year's cash flow projections or actual cash flow? Were the cash flow charts developed for last 
year analyzed to see if any events were one time cash sponges, or are all events seasonal? Just because a corporation 
grows does not mean that the owner is a good business person or that the owner manages cash flow wisely. 

To start with, a corporation should put together a good financial and legal team. The idea of building a financial 
and legal team should not sound like a term out of a management training book. The team should have qualified 
attorneys, CPAs, bankers, brokers, and corporate controllers. The team's goal should be: 

To help grow and protect the corporate assets by development of policy and 
implementing those policies in a professional and ethical manner. 

The team's charge is to work for the executive committee and the board of directors. 
The lead person on the finance team is the equivalent of a Chief Financial officer (CFO). The CFO may wear 

several hats for the corporation, and probably will in a smaller corporation. The person who most often puts together 
the team is the CFO. The other positions a CFO may fill are corporate controller and the investment manager. At 
the corporate level, the important areas to control are: 
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Coordination of financial efforts, 
Monitoring of investments vs. cash flow needs, 
Monitoring of tax impact of investments, 
Direction and execution of investment policy. 

The other members of the financial team come from outside the corporation and should be chosen on the basis 
of education, work with similar kinds of businesses, and professional insight into the corporate strategy. Professionals 
are often chosen based on referral and the reputations they have developed over time. The main point is that these 
professionals should work well together and work to fulfill the corporate goals. 

One of the areas in which to establish good practices of management from the first day of business is managing 
the corporate assets. To many aviation companies managing assets means keeping all machines in good operating 
order. Many times the diligence given to the equipment is not given to the cash in the bank account. The assets in 
the bank need to be monitored and maintained very much like the 100-hour inspection given to engines. 

Free cash is that asset a corporation has in reserve to pay current obligations, expand corporate business 
opportunities, and repay long-term debt. Free cash also allows a corporation to weather uncertain economic times. 
This asset, like operating equipment, needs to be maintained and monitored. This activity is best called corporate cash 
management. 

A corporation needs to have laid out a plan on how its free cash is to be invested and accounted for. This action 
plan should spell out appropriate investments, the minimum quality rating of these investments, the financial 
institutions that domicile these assets, and who may execute decisions on behalf of the corporation. This plan should 
be laid out and presented to the board of directors for their approval. 

Many corporations have neglected setting appropriate procedure and practices to paper. Instead these corporations 
try to invest from the back of an envelope. I recommend all corporations have a formal policy statement and that time 
be taken to learn the rudiments of the money markets. The attachment is an investment policy statement one 
corporation uses, but each corporation is distinct and should have its own unique statement. 

Once a pool of free cash has been accumulated by the corporation, what is the corporation now to do? First, I 
recommend that the book 1011 Z's Primer: New and Readable Insights into Govemme11t Securities and Money Market 
Instrnments. This book is not in your local bookstore, but can be purchased for $16.00 (including postage) from: 
X-RHO Enterprises, Suite 353, 540 Route 10 West, Randolph, New Jersey 07869. 

Jon Zayachek, the author, will give the reader not only names of money market instruments, but also helpful hints 
as to how to manage corporate assets. 

The corporate controller should monitor the cash assets and make sure investments measure up to the investment 
policy. It is very important to close the books monthly and balance the cash accounts. At the same time it is also 
important to take into consideration those non-cash accounts such as depreciation, accumulated taxes, and deferred 
maintenance to give the CFO a true picture of the corporate cash position. 

Many smaller corporations, especially in the first two to three years of operations, use the non-cash accounts as 
a way to expand. This may work so long as there are no great maintenance costs and the assets appreciate, but many 
times this approach becomes a step towards disaster. 

Non-cash accounts give the corporation a way to set aside operating cash flow before taxes. This set aside is the 
conduit for the corporation to maintain and replace equipment. In short, the government allows for replacement of 
equipment on a pretax basis and if the cash flow allowed for replacement is spent, equipment and safety may suffer. 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

At this point the corporation is assumed to be knowledgeable in cash management and is looking to manage its 
finances. Now is time to start the second check list: 

How much debt does the corporation maintain? 
What is the return on assets currently owned? 
What are the maturities for the debt? 
What is the cash flow compared to the repayment schedule? 

The use of debt is a double-edged sword. In good times, returns are enhanced. In bad times, debt becomes another 
drag on earnings. As a result, the corporation needs to be nimble with managing assets. The corporation should be 
willing to sell assets if a return cannot be earned on the assets. That is the bottom line. 
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Assuming the corporation has made the determination that it can earn a profit on the assets currently owned and 
the corporation has divested assets that are under used, how much debt should be maintained? A little homework 
needs to be done. Look at other companies who have a successful track record and whose financials are in the public 
domain. Compare the data available to you such as: 

Assets to long-term debt, 
• Equity to long and short-term debt, 

Revenues to debt repayment, 
Amount of equipment owned vs. leased, 
Amount of income generated from gross revenues. 

The owner should contrast the corporate finances of a public corporation to that of privately held corporation. If 
the returns at the privately held corporation are not better than the public corporation, something is amiss. Try 
working a financial model for the corporation assuming both greater debt, then greater capital. If a greater debt load 
improves the performance then it may be time to expand or time to pay a dividend to shareholders. If a company's 
performance needs less debt, the owner needs to add capital or sell assets to reduce the interest drag on earnings. 

This may seem that it is harder for the small company to expand and contract than for the larger company. Many 
times this is hard because the smaller corporation has approached the business as a family, and the business owner 
is no more likely to sell an asset than sell a child. This should not be the case, the business owner must be 
dispassionate and honest or else risk losing all the assets. 

FINANCING 

Finally, the issue of financing can surface. The issue of being able to manage cash reserves has been addressed. The 
issue of whether the corporation needs to add equity or add debt has been discussed. Now, what are the ways to bring 
in the cash wanted by the owner. 

First, put together a business plan to organize the amount of money the corporation wishes to raise and how the 
money will be used. What is the track record of the corporation? Discuss the competition the corporation faces and 
all the pertinent financials. This will crystalize the way to finance the corporation, i.e. add capital or add debt. 

Next you should choose the sources of cash that you may wish to approach. I have included a list for discussion. 
The order does not imply a preference. 

Bank Line of Credit 
• Borrow vs cash assets 

Issue more capital stock 
Equipment lease financing 

Asset Lending 
· ESOP 

Retain Earnings 
Equipment rental 

All have advantages and disadvantages. Discuss each source with your financial team to help understand the 
benefits and costs. 

Now that the corporation has chosen a source of cash and is armed with a business plan, make a list of companies 
you wish to approach. For example, if you choose to approach asset lenders, make a list of the top ten lenders on 
the capital equipment you are looking to borrow upon. Interview these companies to see what their current attitude 
is and request a rate sheet. Take notes on how you feel about those who give positive responses and ask for 
references you can call. once you have completed the initial interview, you should have a qualified list of two to four 
asset lenders to approach regarding your borrowing needs. Now you and the lenders can work together to put 
together the best deal possible at that time. 

Financing a corporation should be a well thought out process. The organization needs to be in place for an investor 
or lender to take you seriously and to offer you good terms. Come to the table with what you want, why you want 
it, and why it is a good deal for both parties. 
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Attachment 

SHORT-TERM INVESTMENT POLICY 

General 

The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the management of the Company's cash and short-term 
investments. 

Responsibilities 
It is the responsibility of the Board of Directors to approve the investment policy. 

The President and Chief Financial officer have the authority to: 
1. Open accounts with brokers/bankers, 
2. Monitor the existing portfolio for suitability, 
3. Propose alterations to the investment policy, 
4. Maintain administrative approvals, 
5. Execute investment policy and designate those who can execute it. 

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE 

Available funds are to be invested in a manner that assures maximum safety and liquidity and, secondarily, maximizes 
yield within such constraints. Funds will be invested over a range of maturities governed by cash forecasts and market 
conditions to ensure short-term liquidity and future operating requirements. The company may not borrow money 
for short-term investment purposes. 

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES 

1. A diversified portfolio will be maintained as to quality, maturity, and issuers. The emphasis and weighing to be 
determined by market conditions. 

2. Investments of funds that are forecasted to be consumed by the corporation within six months will be limited to 
securities having a maturity date of 60 days or less from the date of investment. other funds may be invested for 
a period of 360 days (one year) or less. 

3. Principal and interest income will be reinvested immediately on receipt. 
4. Investments may be made without limitation as to amount in obligations issued, insured, or guaranteed by the 

United States Government, or its agencies or instrumentalities. 
5. Investments in banks rated P-1 by Moody's or A-1 by Standard and Poor's may be made in negotiable certificates 

of deposits, time deposits, and banker's acceptances. 
6. Investments in taxable municipal securities will be rated AAA/ Aaa. 
7. Investments in commercial paper will be rated Al/Pl. 
8. Investments may be made in repurchase agreements collateralized by U.S. Government securities with government 

securities dealers recognized by the Federal Reserve Bank or with member banks of the Federal Reserve System. 
9. A statement of account detailing transactions and providing a portfolio summary by investment type, institution, 

maturity and return will be available upon demand. 
10. This policy /procedure shall be reviewed at six-month intervals during the coming twelve months, and thereafter 

on an annual basis. 



INSURANCE 

Larry Mattiello 
Alpha Aviation Insurance, Inc. 
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The following articles originally appeared in Rotor, published by the Helicopter Association International in the 
Winter 1990/91 and Fall 1991 issues. They are reprinted here with the permission of the publisher. 

Insurance Climate Changes 
Amid Economic Uncertainties 

When all else seems to be going 
wrong with the operational cost of 
operating a helicopter, you may 
wonder what else can go wrong. 
Insurance premiums! The prover
bial roller coaster ride the in
surance industry takes seems to 
have reached the bottom of this 
particular curve and has begun its 
upward ride. How steep or 
dramatic this uphill curve will be 
is still anybody's guess. 

Underwriters Have Begun to 
Raise Premiums 

The fact to consider is that the 
underwriters have begun to in
crease insurance premiums for all 
the classes of aviation business. 
We all knew that sooner or later 
the insurance companies would 
reach the bottom of the current 
market and begin to position 
themselves for rate increases. 
Some of the factors that begin to 
push rates up are increases in loss 
frequency or pay-outs; the un
availability of reinsurance dol
lars; and many other economic 
factors, that I will generalize as 
overhead and operating cost to 
the insurance company which 
creates a need for increases in 
premium dollars to pay their bills. 
All of these factors, for one reason 
or another, have taken place. 

How Will Rate Increases Affect 
the Helicopter Industry? 

Now that the ingredients for rate 
increases have been used by the 

insurance industry, how will it ef
fect our helicopter community? 
Although it is too early to ac
curately predict the total effect 
and amount of price increases, the 
majority of the aviation insurance 
groups have indicated modest in
creases of anywhere from 5% to 
20% on their overall book of busi
ness. When you consider the 
amount of decrease aviation in
surance rates have gone through 
during the late 1980s this increase 
does not bring your insurance cost 
near the levels of the last rate 
cyclic peak of the mid-1980's. 
However, we should view this rate 
increase as more than just a signal 
towards a turning insurance market 
place and be prepared for more 
dramatic changes during the 1992 
and 1993 fiscal seasons. 

In an earlier ROTOR magazine, I 
wrote an article entitled "What 
Goes Down Will Go Up". In this 
article I pointed out that during the 
softening insurance market we 
would anticipate the change 
towards increasing rates that always 
follows the downward trend. One 
point that was suggested in this ar
ticle was to take the insurance 
premium savings during the soft 
market period and put this money 
aside to be used as capital to help 
offset the period of rate increases. 
Although the market is beginning to 
turn, the amount of rate increase 
anticipated for 1991 is still short of 
the levels underwriters are comfort-

able with. I do not believe it's too 
late to put some additional capital 
aside to help offset costs for the 
1992 and 1993 fiscal seasons. In 
those operations which did put 
money aside during the late 1980s, 
many find the unpleasantries of rate 
increases in the mid-90s to be more 
tolerable. 

Unique Economic Difficulties 
The insurance industry realizes 

the unique economic difficulties in 
running a successful helicopter 
business and usually doesn't have 
extra capital to put aside. The cost 
of maintenance, training, parts, 
fuel, and other categories of expen
ses, dig deep into the profitability of 
most helicopter operatom. The in
surance industry does not time itself 
for rate increases when all other 
costs seem to be going out of sight. 
Instead, the insurance industry 
cycles, which are difficult to 
forecast, are really controlled by 
loss factors, availability of rein
surance monies, and the insurance 
industries own ability to make a 
profit and keep their cost in line. 

Some of the things that we in the 
helicopter community can do in 

I 

order to reduce the 
amount of premium increase that 
may occur, is to help control some 
of these factoIS such as loss preven
tion. By maintaining a high degree 
of professionalism in your opera
tion, especially with regards to 
training and maintenance, you•ve 
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taken a big step towards loss 
prevention. By working within the 
scopes of a strong safety program, 
you not only minimize the risk of a 
potential loss to cost the insurance 
company money, your industry's 
premium dollars, but you also help 
to protect your own investments in 
our aircraft and, more importantly, 
the lives of the men and women 
who fly them. 

lighting of Underwriting Criteria 
Another concern to most helicop

ter operators should not only be the 
inevitable rate increase, but the 
tightening of underwriting criteria 
that each company may look to 
before even giving out any kind of 
rate. You may see the trend towards 
lower limits of liability as higher 
limits may become more difficult to 
obtain. The tightening of pilot 
qualifications for various equip
ment and areas of operation they 
may be used in. This is a tool under
writers have to help minimize the 
risk of a loss by increasing the min
imum standards. By also providing 
lower limits of liability, the poten
tial for higher rewards is reduced as 
the insurance company limits the 
amount of payout it is exposed to. 

In a hard insurance market, under
writers are more concerned about 
their own immediate exposure and 
not competition by other insurance 
companies. In a soft insurance 
market, where the need for cash 
flow and premium dollars is an 
underwriters' concern, competition 
against other insurance companies 
is much more prevalent and thus 
creates the lowering of the mini
mum underwriting standards and 
provides the excess of liability 
monies that is available. This, of 
course, is an over simplification of 
a complex industry intertwined 
with various levels of under
writers, reinsurers, and of excess 
insurance pools, but should give 
you, the helicopter operator, 
some insight as to what drives the 
insurance marketplace. 

Discuss Business Plans 
So, with the prediction of in

creased insurance costs begin-

ning to take effect in your 
operation, all is not lost. I have 
always been a strong ·advocate of 
communication between the 
helicopter industry and the in
surance industry. In good or bad 
times, with regard to insurance 
cost, I've always felt to discuss 
periodically your business plans, 
operation, or training require
ments with our insurance people, 
it will help you to maximize your 
benefits in both the soft market or 
in the hard market. It is never too 
late to contact your insurance rep
resentative and discuss with him 
the happenings and events affect
ing the insurance community as 
well as what's taking place in 
your own helicopter industry. In 
different regions around the 
country, helicopter operators are 
facing different and unique 
problems. 

The insurance community may 
or may not be totally aware of the 
specific problems in your own 
region. It is always a good idea to 
communicate with your local in
surance representative these 
problems that may concern you. 
Through proper channels, your in
surance representative can discuss 
this with your company and try to 
offer you the best insurance pro
gram with the minimal cost that 
may be available. 

Operators that have long-term 
relationships with their insurance 
companies can benefit by that 
relationship in having a mutual dis
cussion with both parties as to con
cerns and differences. 

Invite Representatives to Visit 
The larger helicopter operators 

may find it beneficial to enhance 
their relationship with their in
surance company by inviting their 
insurance representatives and un
derwriters to visit with them and see 
how they operate and conduct their 
business. You are proud of your 
operation and can express that pride 
to your insurance people. You can 
learn from the insurance industry 
the mistakes of others as they can, 
in general terms, express their con-

cern towards accident and loss 
prevention. The insurance in
dustry, through its unique oppor
tunity in involving themselves with 
many different operators from all 
around the world, has analyzed and 
reviewed the successes and failures 
of many helicopter operators. Use 
this information to your benefit. If 
the entire helicopter community 
benefits from past mistakes and 
works together to minimize and 
prevent losses from happening-- the 
one great area of insurance expense 
can be greatly reduced. 

The information in this article is 
not intended to scare anyone, but to 
keep you informed as to one area, 
of course, that greatly affects your 
operation. I agree that the an
ticipated rate increases for 1991 
couldn't come at a worse time. 

But no one in the insurance in
dustry tries to time a rate increase, 
as it's in everybody's best interest 
to always keep the cost of insurance 
as minimal as possible. The 
profitability and success of your 
business is critical to the success of 
the aviation insurance community. 
For the aviation insurance to grow, 
we would need everyone in the 
aviation community to prosper, buy 
new equipment, thus encouraging 
business manufacturers to build 
more and safer equipment. In this 
kind of successful cycle, everyone 
will benefit. Unfortunately, we do 
not live in a Utopia and must make 
the best of the current opportunities. 

Larry Mattiello, Alpha Aviation 
Insurance, Inc. is Insurance 
Advisor to the HAI Board. 



In the past few months there 
have been some negative 
media reports about recent 
events that occurred within our 
helicopter community. It 
concerns us all to read such 
public statements that put our 
industry in a negative light. 
Your helicopter association has 
been aware of these reports, 
and, through the Public 
Relations Advisory Council, 
and other resources within the 
association, has been working 
to deal with such problems. 

But what about negative 
opinions that aren't so public? 
The association has brought to 
my attention the possibility of a 
negative opinion within the 
insurance industry. 

Some underwriters have 
expressed their opinions, 
through articles and seminars, 
some concerns that may affect 
us in providing competitive 
insurance programs for 
helicopter operations. 

In dealing with any opinion 
that affects our industry, it is up 
to you the helicopter owner, or 
operator, to work together 
through your association in 
helping to educate other 
businesses and industries 
about the safe and successful 
uses of the helicopter. 

You are the spokesperson of 
the industry. Whether it be to 
your corporate risk manager, 
local insurance broker, or to the 
Helicopter Association 
International (HAI), your 
thoughts and ideas are very 
important. 

HAI has taken some steps in 
working with the insurance 
community to develop an 
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Insurance Underwriter ........ 

understanding and to enhance 
communications. During 
Heli-Expo '91 in Anaheim, the 
first meeting of its kind 
between officials of the 
insurance community, and the 
HAI Board of Directors, took 
place to discuss some common 
problems and concerns that 
affect all of us. 

Everyone in the helicopter 
business knows only so well 
the cost of parts and services to 
keep your machine flying. 
These costs also affect the 
overall loss ratio when 
helicopters are damaged in an 
accident. This is so because 
premiums during the last 
several years were not enough 
to pay the overall claims 
suffered by the aviation 
underwriters-particularly 
with more expensive equip
ment such as helicopters. 

Although most aviation 
underwriters realize that 
helicopters are very safe, the 
cost to repair helicopters is 
what increases the claims. 
Damage such as tailboom 
separation, main rotor strike, 
torsional damage or bowed 
landing skids can be quite 
exorbitant to return a safe and 
airworthy helicopter to the 
owner. 

Most underwriters are aware 
of the diverse uses of 
helicopters. This variety of uses 
may generate higher insurance 
premiums not because of 
unsafe applications of the 
helicopter, but because the 
equipment is in a more exposed 
category than a fixed wing 
aircraft flying from airport to 
airport. Such utility uses of a 
helicopter should not be 
viewed by the underwriter as a 

Friend or Foe? 
deterrent in securing insu
rance and working together to 
make any use of helicopters 
safe and successful. 

This will produce lasting 
benefits by preventing losses 
and minimizing the premiums. 
This educational process 
between the helicopter 
community and the insurance 
industry is very important; not 
all underwriters understand 
the many diverse uses of a 
helicopter. 

Helicopter operators should 
take the time to have their 
insurance representatives 
know and understand the 
various uses, training 
procedures and maintenance 
guidelines that you have 
incorporated in youroperation. 
This will enable the under
writer to make a realistic 
appraisal of your insurance 
needs. 

This exchange of ideas 
between the helicopter user 
and the insurance underwriter 
is basic risk management. One 
consideration that under
writers must review is fleet 
size. The more equipment and 
supporting premium an 
underwriter has to deal with, 
the lower the hull rates that are 
applied. 

Other factors that are critical 
to underwriting and pricing 
include specific uses or 
applications of the helicopter; 
pilot experience in the various 
models; and the overall 
experience of the pilot. Also 
very important is any pilot 
training that may take place; 
the location of equipment 
whether at home base (or on the 
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job site); and the maintenance 
procedures on your aircraft. 

Each category of helicopter 
has developed its own loss 
experience either due to its 
design, or specific use. 

For example, piston heli
copters may experience higher 
rates when used for primary 
student instruction and low
time pilot rental. This appli
cation is very important to our 
industry as tomorrow's pilots 
are being trained in 
piston-powered machines. The 
loss experience during training, 
however, often requires a 
higher than average premium. 

Also, the piston helicopter is 
generally valued less than its 
turbine counterpart. In order 
for an underwriter to meet 

THE INSURANCE COEFFICIENT 

Storm Bartling 
Rollins Burdick Hunter 

minimal premium require
ments, there is a need for a 
higher rate. A piston- powered 
helicopter valued at $50,000, 
utilizing a 10% rate, would 
generate the same premium as 
a turbine helicopter valued at 
$250,000, utilizing a 2% rate. 

The helicopter has proven 
itself as a versatile tool and the 
experienced underwriter has 
gained an appreciation and 
even admiration of the 
helicopter. Many underwriters 
are very active in participating 
in such organizations as the 
HAI, and its various com
mittees, as well as in regional 
helicopter associations. 

Understanding the concerns 
the insurance community may 
have towards the helicopter 
industry will enable us to work 

together in promoting safe 
applications of the helicopter. 
Some of the tangible results will 
be less negative press 
reportage. 

This process has been taking 
place on the national level 
under the auspices of the HAI. 
I would like to end by 
requesting a real concerted 
effort at the local level to bring 
together the various under
writers and helicopter op
erators. It is vitally important 
that we be friends-not foes! 

Larry Mattiello is Vice President 
Alpha Aviation Insurance 
Agency, Inc., and Insurance 
Advisor to the HAI Board. 

The number one factor in containing the cost of insurance for operating a rotorwing aircraft-turbine or piston, twin 
or single, personal use or commercial-is safety procedures and practice. For this reason, insurers strongly recommend 
that you, as operators, have a formal safety manual and adhere to it faithfully. 

The HAI safety manual is a good model. It is comprehensive and accurate. It can be used as is or adapted for your 
specific type of operation, but it should be similar to the original in structure and content. 

In this paper, the first part is devoted to safety-preventing accidents. Following this I address other aspects of 
insurance and how they can affect your relationship with insurance underwriters and the cost of coverage. 

PREVENTING ACCIDENTS 

The most critical safety component is the pilot of the aircraft, whose attitude, skill, and experience will do more than 
anything else to enhance the probability of safe operation and minimize the risk of loss. The basic capabilities that 
the pilot must have are: 

sufficient training and familiarity with rotorwing operations, 
specific experience in the make and model aircraft in use, 
capability and experience in making operational decisions, 
fatigue control, and 
destination intelligence. 
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The second most critical factor is equipment performance and reliability. The following are key to proper aircraft 
maintenance. 

Keep a comprehensive maintenance log on all aircraft in you, fleet. 
Review carefully any manuals on aircraft that are on loan or in temporary use as substitutes in your fleet. 
Adhere the most severe levels all FAA or CAA regulations. 
Avoid the using parts of unknown origin, specifications, or time life. 
Have a qualified mechanic, other than the one who did the actual work, inspect and sign off on all repair or 
replacement of flight-critical components, including inspection, time life component changes, and overhaul 
replacement. 

Assessment of the nature of your operations and identification of high-risk flight characteristics are obvious 
components of operational safety. Risks can be minimized even in the most hazardous of operations if careful 
consideration is given to the following: 

selection of appropriate aircraft suitable for operation contemplated, 
assurance that flight personnel are qualified, experienced, and well rested, 
environmental considerations of weather, terrain, altitudes, and lightning, 
in conjunction with the above, increasing all operational tolerances sufficiently to further remove risk of 

miscalculation, and 
· avoidance of "doing the wrong thing", whether it be the extra payload, the last bucket drop, one more take, one 
more pass flying lower and faster, etc. 

In summary, the objective of any operation is to avoid accidents-a conscientious and prudent effort to operate 
safely. A comprehensive safety manual should be obtained and adhered to. All operational employees should be 
required to review and familiarize themselves with the company safety manual. 

Compliance with safety procedures will contribute greatly to reducing operational loss and insurance-related 
expenses, and this will ultimately contribute greatly to your economic viability. 

SHOPPING WITH YOUR INSURANCE UNDERWRITER 

A quandary we all face in making a major purchase event is that of relationships. It is always easier and less 
cumbersome to continue to do business with those with whom we are familiar. There are many good reasons for 
continuing a familiar course. On the other hand, there is always a side of our subconscious that says "how do I really 
know this is the best if I don't compare." 

There is no correct answer. The best course is to do what you already know and most likely practice-pursue the 
relationship that is best suited to your buying personality. If you elect not to obtain competitive quotations each year, 
you may want to talk to your colleagues in the industry and listen to what they say about their level of satisfaction 
with their coverage and rates and their renewal results. If you are not comfortable with how your experience 
compares, let your insurance representatives know and ask for justification. 

Assuming that you feel compelled every few years to ask for competitive bids, you may be surprised by what you 
receive. If you operate a commercial helicopter fleet, there are at least a half a dozen markets and several dozen 
brokers that are capable of handling this type of account and will to offer competitive terms. An operator must make 
strategic choices about which broker is to procure quotations from which market. Special attention should be given 
to which of these markets will obtain reinsurance from London. Failure to control London can cause great confusion 
if not carefully understood. 

The future may influence your procurement. The market is firming up. This means that once again accounts will 
be underwritten based on their individual merits. Accounts that provide thorough and accurate underwriting data, 
presented by a reputable and knowledgeable representative, will have more successful results. Even if the data are 
not favorable or something extraordinary is contemplated, the insurance buyer will benefit from thorough and 
professional disclosure to underwriters. 
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PASS-THROUGH INSURANCE COSTS 

Another cost factor that operators must incur indirectly is pass-through of the manufacturer's product liability 
premiums. Each aircraft produced by a manufacturer includes in the sales price a portion of the manufacturer's 
insurance expenses. This is also true of all component manufacturers that carry product liability insurance. 

Several manufacturers of light fixed-wing aircraft have literally been forced out of business due to the high cost 
of product liability. As a result, many airframe and critical component manufacturers have been forced to accept high 
self-insured retentions and/or deductibles. These unknown costs are also passed through to the customer. Obviously, 
any pass-through premium or self-insured funding expense is compounded when added to the acquisition costs. 

Again, a proactive maintenance program with frequent inspection and strict compliance with the manufacturer's 
suggested maintenance and operating specifications will, over the long run, contribute to the reduction of aircraft 
accident or loss. This will ultimately provide lower pass-through premiums and lower aircraft acquisition costs. 

INSURANCE MARKET FORECAST 

The insurance marketplace is ever-cycling, with unpredictable peaks and valleys. Market fluctuation are supposed by 
economists to be controlled by two factors: loss record and interest rates. We are, however, just finishing a downward 
cycle of the market that was driven by an altogether different factor-the basic economic phenomenon of supply and 
demand, or more specifically oversupply. This occurred in the aviation insurance market because other classes of 
insurance coverage (primarily marine) were unprofitable for underwriters, so they chose to pursue a more attractive 
class, aviation, where the premiums are large by comparison and the probability of loss somewhat remote. 

Unfortunately, the world markets were caught up in a sort of "feeding frenzy" of competitiveness. Soon there was 
virtually no operation underwriting being conducted, and accounts were pursued on a "what will it take to get it" basis. 
This resulted in accounts and entire portfolios of business being written for premiums far below the "burning cost". 
(Burning cost is the actuarial long-term cost of writing a class of business.) What this brought us to is a market that 
now realizes it cannot cover the ultimate costs of loss with the current written and investment premium income. 

We are now entering an upsurge in the aviation insurance marketplace. The areas of loss have appeared to move 
from claims for hull damage to liability claims. Liability losses have grown, not as a result of occurrence, but as a 
result of judgments delivered by the courts and settlements offered by insurance carriers for fear of what may happen 
if they end up in a courtroom, either with the actual accident litigation or a derivative suit. 

Increases in premium for the balance of 1991 should be limited. With favorable loss experience, most commercial 
helicopter operators may achieve a "renew as is" renewal. Those with loss experience that is adverse yet not 
catastrophic may see an increase of 5-10 percent. 

There are indications that underwriters in 1992 will be looking for an across-the-board premium increase of 25 
percent for commercial aircraft operators. Depending on loss experience and other pertinent underwriting factors, 
the rise in premiums could reach 35-40 percent. 

If we all had a crystal ball, we could better predict and plan for the future in our lives and businesses. Since we 
do not have such an infallible source of information, the best we can do is make an educated guess about loss 
experience, interest rates, or market capacity. Suffice it to say that the market will cycle again and that it will probably 
not return to 1984-1986 rate levels. Most likely current rates will double over the next three or four years, and then 
a new soft market cycle will inevitably begin. 
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APPENDIX B: WORKING GROUP COMPOSITION 

WORKING GROUP COMPOSITION 

SMALL COMMERCIAL OPERA TORS 

Discussion Leaders: Zucarro and Devin 

Barklage 
Benton, W. 
Carter 
Daigle 
Day 

Platt 
Sanders 
Trovato 
Zalar 

LARGE COMMERCIAL OPERA TORS 

Discussion Leaders: Stoehr and Lawrence 

Benson, M. Marr 
Colicci McNab 
Falzone Niamtu 
Jaran Stowe 
Johnson Wallace 
Lannerd Zywokarte 

PUBLIC SERVICE OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders: Taylor and Largent 

Benson, L. Robinson 
Brimmer Singley 
Brooks Whitfield 
Curzon Wilbur 
Dennis Yates 
Gould 

MEDIUM COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders: Sullivan, S. and Kovach 

Cannon 
de Decker 
Dvorak 
Finnell 
Kvamme 
Lematta 

Powell 
Scarlett 
Sullivan, N. 
Thayer 
Thompson 

CORPORATE AND PRIVATE OPERATORS 

Discussion Leaders: Cloud and Bartolotta 

Beecham 
Bennett 
McDonough 

Quinn 
Stan 
Szarka 

The following authors and observers served as resource 
persons and circulated among the working groups to 
supply information as needed. 

Bacle Flater 
Bartling Gelber 
Battles Jensen 
Blakeley Mattiello 
Cowan Spear 
Erickson Walls 
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APPENDIX C: WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

HELICOPTER OPERATOR F.cONOMICS WORKSHOP 

AUf ..... Author PRS . . . ... Helicopter press 
CHM .. . .. Chairman PSO . .. . . . Public service operators discussion group 
CPO ... . . Corporate and private operators discussion group RES . . . . .. Resource 
LCO ..... Large commercial operators discussion group SCO .. ... Small commercial operators discussion group 
LOR ..... Discussion group leader SPK . . . ... Speaker 
MCO ..... Medium commercial operators discussion group 

Jean Dacie 
Pratt & Whitney Canada 
1000 Boulevard Marie Victorin 
Longueuil, Quebec J4G-1Al 
CANADA 
S14/647-3924 FAX S14/647-3953 
RES 

Larry Barklage 
Manager, Baton Rouge Flight 
Standards District Office 
Federal Aviation Administration 
9191 Plank Road 
Baton Rouge, LA 70811 
504/356-S701 FAX 504-389-0785 
sco 

Storm Bartling 
Vice President 
Rollins Burdick Hunter 
2301 DuPont Drive, Suite 350 
Irvine, CA 92715 
714/752-2711 FAX 714/752-0497 
AUf 

Lou Bartolotta 
Agusta Aviation 
3050 Red Lion Road 
Philadelphia, PA 19114 
215/281-1400 
LOR/CPO 

Brandon M. Battles 
Bell Helicopters Textron, Inc. 
P.O. Box482 
Fort Worth, TX 76101 
817/280-3542 FAX 817/280-2635 
RES 

Don Beecham 
Manager, Product Support Engineering 
Aerospatiale Helicopter Corporation 
2701 Forum Drive, A38 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053-4005 
214/641-0000 FAX 214/641-3550 
CPO 

Ricarda Bennett 
Heliport Consultants 
148 087.Bnia Court 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362 
805/496-0086 FAX 805/496-0198 
CPO 

Lee Benson 
Pilot Sarety Office 
County of Los Angeles Fire Department 
Air Operations 
12605 Osbourne Street 
Barton Heliport 
Pacoima, CA 91331 
818/890-5755 FAX 818/897-1299 
PSO 

Martin Benson 
Evergreen Helicopters, Inc. 
3850 Three Mile Lane 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
503/472-9361 x-4405 
FAX 503/434-6484 
LCO 

William L. Benton 
Carraway Aeromedical Service Inc. 
1600 North 26th Street 
Birmingham, AL 35234 
205/226-6914 FAX 205/226-5280 
sco 

Richard Blakeley 
Vice President Sales Division 
Smith Barney, Harris 
Upham & Co., Inc. 
3000 Sand Hill Road 
Building 3, Suite 190 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
415/926-7653 FAX 415/926-7650 
AUf 

Vic Brimmer 
San Bernardino Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
1776 Miro Way 
Rialto, CA 92376 
714/356-3800 
PSO 

David Brooks 
Costa Mesa Police Dept. 
99 Fair Drive 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
714/754-5389 FAX 714/754-5002 
PSO 

Dorman Cannon 
Ishida Aerospace Research 
2301 Horizon Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76177 
817/837-8000 X240 FAX 817/837-8020 
MCO 

David A. Carter 
Helicopter Association International 
1619 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
703/686-4646 
sco 

Robert Cloud 
Southern California Edison Co. 
7000 Merrill Avenue 
Chino Airport 
Chino, CA 91710 
414/597-1881 FAX 714/947-8279 
LOR/CPO 

Vincent Colicci 
Helicopter Services Inc. 
650 Airport Road 
Warwick, RI 02886 
401/739-0363 FAX 401/738-0009 
LCO 

Anthony H. Cowan 
Caledonian Insurance Group, Inc. 
2025 1st Avenue, Suite 410 
Seattle, WA 98121 
206/448-3030 FAX 206/448-7998 
AUf 

Pete Curzon 
Riverside Police Dept. 
6936 Flight Road 
Riverside, CA 92504 
714/351-6118 FAX 714/353-1918 
PSO 

Doug D. Daigle 
Tridair Helicopters, Inc. 
3000 Airway Avenue 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
714/540-3000 
sco 



Pat Day 
Meridian Helicopters 
C/O Aegis Holdings, Inc. 
33 Whitehall Street 
New York, NY 10004 
212/629-5370 FAX 212/46.5-8737 
sco 

R. William deDecker 
Conklin & deDecker Associates, Inc. 
1505 Riverview Drive 
Arlington, TX 76012 
817/277-6403 FAX 817/277-6402 
MCO 

Charles Dennis 
Manager, System Requirements Branch 
APO-120, Room 934B 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 
202/267-3'307 
PSO 

Robert Devin 
Department Manager 
MDX Customer Support 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. 
5000 Bast McDowell Road 
Mesa, AZ 85205 
602/891-0240 FAX 602/891-5599 
LDR/SCO 

William T. Dvorak 
Director or Maintenance 
Western Helicopters, Inc. 
P.O. Box579 
Rialto, CA 92377 
714/829-1051 FAX 714/829-4904 
MCO 

James D. Erickson 
Manager, Rotorcrart Directorate, 
ASW-100, FAA Southwest Reg. H .Q. 
4400 Blue Mound Road 
Ft. Worth, TX 76193--0000 
FAX 817/624-5988 
RES 

Nicholas Falzone 
BankAmeriLcase Companies 
Two Embarcadero Center 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
415/622-3250 FAX 415/953-9945 
LCO 

Mel Finnell 
Business Management Systems 
1800 112th Avenue, N.E. 
Suite 220W 
Bellewe, WA 98009 
206/637-8974 FAX 206/637-8801 
MCO 

Morris E. Flater 
Executive Director 
American Helicopter Society, Inc. 
217 North Washington Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314-2538 
703/684-6m FAX 703/739-9279 
RES 

Robert D. Fox 
Hillcrest Aircraft Company, Inc. 
14715 S.W. Peachtree Drive 
Tizard, OR 97224 
503/684-7997 
SPK 

Arthur M. Gelber 
Arthur M. Gelber & Co. 
141 El Camino Drive 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
213/859-8787 FAX 213/275-0837 
RES 

Amanda Gould 
GSA/FSS/FBXA 
1941 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Crystal Mall, Building 4, Room 618 
Arlington, VA 22202 
703/557-2485 FAX 703/557-7946 
PSO 

Chris Jaran 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
6900 Main Street 
Stratford, CT 06601-1381 
203/386-6891 FAX 203/386-5987 
LCO 

Frank L. Jensen, Jr. 
President 
Helicopter Association International 
1619 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314-3408 
703/683-4646 
CHM 

Charles W. Johnson 
ERA Aviation, Inc. 
6160 South Airpark Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99502 
907 /248-4422 FAX 907-266-8350 
LCO 

Gary Kovach 
MBB Helicopter 
900 Airport Road, Box 2349 
West Chester, PA 19380 
215/431-4150 
LDR/MCO 

Rod Kvamme 
President 
Heli-Jet Corporation 
3830 Cross Street 
Eugene, OR 97402 
503/461-0310 FAX 503/688-0523 
MCO 

Robert Lannerd 
ERA Aviation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 36406 
Dallas, TX 75235 
214/956-5336 
LCO 

Aaron Largent 
Allison Gas Turbine 
P.O. Box420 
2355 S. Tibbs Avenue, Speed P-42 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-46241 
317/230-5871 
LDR/PSO 

David Lawrence 
Sikorsky Aviation 
North Main Street 
Stratford, CT 06602 
203/381-6094 
LDR/LCO 

Wesley G. Lematta 
President 
Columbia Helicopters, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3500 
Portland, OR 97208-9952 
503/678-1222 FAX 503/678-5841 
MCO 

Griffin Marr 
Bell Helicopters Textron, Inc. 
P.O. Box 482 
Fort Worth, TX 76101 
LCO 

Larry Mattiello 
Alpha Aviation Insurance 
P.O. Box 802 
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604 
201/288-4831 FAX 201/288-0782 
AUT 

Al McDonough 
System Capacity Branch, AFA-630 
Federal Aviation Administration 
JFK International Airport 
Fitzgerald Federal Building 
Jamaica, NY 11430 
CPO 

Robert McNab 
Edwards & Associates, Inc. 
Air Trade Center 
P.O . Box 3689 
Bristol, TN 37625 
800/251-7094 FAX 615/538-8469 
LCO 

Michael C. Moffet 
Asst. Administrator, Policy 
Planning & lnt'l Aviation, APl-1 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 
202/267-3033 
SPK 

John Niamtu 
Vice President, Customer Support 
Aerospatiale Helicopter Corp. 
2701 Forum Drive 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053-4005 
214/641-0000 FAX 214/641-3550 
LCO 
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James B. Platt 
Dover Int'! Ltd. Helicopter Service 
12826 Dover Road 
Reisterstown, MD 21136 
301/561-3500 FAX 301/252-7486 
sco 

George Powell 
Program Manager 
Air Service International, Inc. 
7300 East Evans 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
602/948-2150 FAX 800/247-7565 
MCO 

William Quinn 
Jet Support Services 
154 W. Hubbard Street, Suite 505 
Chicago, IL 60610 
800-622-6226 FAX 312/644-4440 
CPO 

Eric G. Robinson 
Manager, Life Cycle Cost 
Allison Gas Turbine 
P.O. Box420 
Speed Code U-168 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0420 
317/230-6162 

Michael J. Rogerson 
Rogerson Hiller Corporation 
2210 Alton Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
714/660-0666 FAX 714/660-0965 
SPK 

Michael Sanders 
Communications Director 
Rogerson Hiller Corporation 
2201 Alton Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
714/660-0666 FAX 714/660-0965 
sco 

Charles Scarlett 
RotorCraft Partnerships 
1119 Bellemore Road 
Baltimore, MD 21210 
301/539-5061 FAX 301/783-1481 
MCO 

Jim Singley 
San Bernardino County Sherifrs Dept. 
1776 Miro Way 
Rialto, CA 92376 
714/356-3800 FAX 714/356-3867 
PSO 

Robert K. Spear 
Department of Accounting 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
Charlotte, NC 28223 
704/547-4335 
AUT 

Charles J. Stan 
System Requirements Branch 
APO-120 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 
202/267-3283 
CPO 

Bruce Stoehr 
Omniflight, Inc. 
105 Wappoo Creek Drive 
Charleston, S.C. 29412 
803/762-1620 FAX 803/762-1195 
LDR/LCO 

John Stowe 
Vice President 
Ishida Aerospace Research 
2301 Horizon Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76177 
817/837-8000 FAX 817/837-8020 
LCO 

Nancy Sullivan 
Aris Helicopters 
1138 Coleman Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110 
408/998-3266 FAX 408/998-4061 
MCO 

Steven Sullivan 
Aris Helicopters 
1138 Coleman Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110 
408/998-3266 FAX 408/998-4061 
LDR/MCO 

Daryl Szarka 
McDonnell! Douglas-Helicopter Co. 
Building 510, Mail Stop A390 
5000 E. McDowell Road 
Mesa, AZ 85205 
602/891-7082 FAX 602/891-5509 
CPO 

Robert D. Taylor 
California Highway Patrol 
1937 Lincoln Road 
Stockton, CA 95207-2462 
209/477..@11 (home) 
916/372-5620 (office) 
LDR/PSO 

William H. Thayer 
Fleet Helicopter Services 
Route 309 & Hilltop Road 
Coopersburg, PA 18036 
215/282-4100 FAX 215/282-4100 
MCO 

David Thompson 
BankAmeriLease Companies 
2 Embarcadero Center 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
415/622-8614 FAX 415/953-9945 
MCO 

H. Keith Trovato 
RotorCraft Partnerships, Ltd 
1123 Wheaton Oaks Court 
Wheation, IL 60187 
708/462-1688 FAX 708/462-1611 
sco 

William Wallace 
Helicopter Specialist 
Commuter Air Taxi Branch, 
AFS-250, Headquarters 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 
202/267-3771 FAX 202/267-5230 
LCO 

Edward Walls 
Department of Finance 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
Charlotte, NC 28223 
704/ 547-4418 FAX 704/547..@41 
AUT 

Howard M. Whitfield 
Sikorsky Aircraft Division 
P.O. Box 78-1589 
Coronado, CA 92178 
619/435-9458 FAX 619/435-4071 
PSO 

Bob Wilbur 
Los Angeles Sheriffs Department 
4324 Donald Douglas 
Long Beach, CA 90808 
213/421-2701 
PSO 

Gary Yates 
Administrator/Chief Pilot 
City of Los Angeles 
8060 Balboa Boulevard 
Van Nuys, CA 91406 
818/989-8574 FAX 818/902-2134 
PSO 

Christine M. Zalar 
Fitch & Associates, Inc. 
303 Marshall Road, Box 170 
High Pointe Office Complex 
Platte City, MO 64079-0170 
816/431-1600 FAX 816-431-2653 
sco 

Matthew S. Zuccaro 
Zuccaro Aviation 
30 Valley Lane 
Chappaqua, NY 10514 
914/238-1800 FAX 914/238-1802 
LDR/SCO 

Michael Zyworkarte 
Vertical Flight Program Off., ARD-30 
Headquarters 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 
202/267-7450 FAX 202/267-5117 
LCO 




